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ABSTRACT • 
i 2 :" . _·· . .. ' . . 
.This study was ·conducted iri_. order to··examine the 
- (') t • ,&' • · •• -t •• ••• ' ' ' ' 
cri~eria of eval~·ation.''employ~d ~ by~: _ij~~~oundland -district 
, . . . . . . ~ . . .. ". . 
II fl ~ .... C , ' I 
sup~rint.end.ent.§.._ when ·~valllC~:tin'g· teache;r's f-o~ · (a) '": teacher 
·•· 
.• 
.. comp~tence, and · d'J) promo~·~on .to an ~ · ad~i~:ist~a~iv~ ; - t .. 




. . ' 
... - ... 
.. : -
. The ;instrument consisted of two sections: a :> · · . 
per;onal ~nd school dis:~ict quest~~nnai~e, .and tw~l teacher'· ' 
· evaluatio~. ~uestionnaires. The latter section contained 
. ' 
. . 
the same thirty ' criteria,' e.venly distributed ini;.o 'Mitzel·' s 
\ . " ' ,., . 
three ca~egories of pres~ge, process and product, for 
. . . . 
each evaluative situation. 
· j,· 
Each' . criterion . was sqpred .on ' D 
' ~ four · point scale. The ·inst'rument provided' space . fo'r • 
' - . 
, superintendents" 1::.0 incl~de additional. criteria which th~y 
> 
. . em~loy for each. evaluative situation' as well as" to 
express their. co~ents on the study. The instrument was 
. , 
I - , ~ > 
mailed to .. , a].t ·N~wfou!]dland district· superintendents~ . and 
~ . --- ' . . . .-. 
"9"4 per cent -responded·. 
' . 
The statistical ~rocedures utilized ·inc!uded 
' ,.. \ 
. frequency counts to piace criteria in rank order to 
. . . "- .., ; . . . 
. • , I . . 
determine wheth~r or not 9- copunon body .. of· ~riteria ·was · 
emplq~e~ ,tn eiach ·evaluative)?{ituati.~n', .~h,." ~~nk'i.ng of 
/ . , . I ' . 
·-all thirty cri_t~ria for both 'rvalu~~-iye situations to 
I 
\ 







' • 'I 
' 't 

















use of Pearson's and tl).e evaluative. situations;• 
.· . 
contin.gei)dy coefficients t:q. asce:r.:,taih whether or n.ot the 
emphasis placed upon t:he t><i~ticular cr.rtE;!ria changed with, 
' ·· . . . ;>. ' . ' . . I 
the evaluative. situation: a factor analy~is ~o see if 
, • r • ' cr.~ter~a tend~d . to cluster into Mitzel's categ~ries of 
presage, proQ'ess an·cr· prdduct; ch'i square tests to ascerhain . 
. . . . ' ~ .. ' 
.whether or not s~gnif_icant diff~rences existed in. the.. _. . ) · 
·responses according to the "five personal arid -schooJ distric;t ,· 
t • • • 
, , '• 
varia~les;' and . ~he ranking oa cording to weighted scores of 
"'· 
-additionaJ. criteria employ~d superintendents but not 
· · listed' on the· instrument. 
. . 
Analysis of ·the data reveal ~hat superintendents 
" ) ~ -
employed a c~mmon body of criteria ·in ea.ch ev~luatd.ve 
situation. 
• r " • • 
The emphasis plac~d"upon most of the 'criteria 
. ; 
changed with _the evaluative situation. Procekss . criteria · 
. . 
- -
_·were emphasized ·when evalua~ng teacher co~pet~nce, and · 
' M o , • ff ' 1 ' '-=., • ' . 
..- presage criteria w}:_len evaluati~g teache~s for- admihi.-
. . 
, 
.-- strati ve. _promotion. Fa9tor analysis revealed that there . 
was a ·clustering into Mitze'l. '-s categories. of . pres~ge, 
' . 
. - ... 
·pr-G<ief?s t;md product criteria. Some significant relation-:. 
I ./ 
ships were _established between ·certain ~ criteria of 
. evaluaeion and the superin~~ndents' personal and s~~Qol 
.dis.tri c t--:-- variables. I \ 
\ 
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• • ' r. • · -~~ring the past decade tremendous strides have 
been made toward ·the improvement of teacher ·qualifica~ion6-· .... ·--:- ~ . . .. 
• ' ~ • 0 • ~· • 
. . 
. ·in ~e~fq,undland. \. Ten; yea~s ago the:re were . many unqualif~~d. 
·- .. . 
o . ~teachers in Newfoundland schoo..ls·. It was no:t. uncOJ;mqon to 
') . 
. ' . 
-., ·"'· 
hav~ teachers -whose only credentials were a grade .eleven 
diploma. Indeed, some cases have been ·cited·· where high 
~~chool students were taught by teachers who had not · . 
. :~~~~pl~t~a Q._igh ~cho~l the~selves •. . (Statistic.ai Supplement 
. . . 
to .the ~ual Report of the Department of ' Education, 1962, . 
. p. '1) • Tod~y, th~ .neeq to hire untrained teache~s has 
largely disappeared. Ji r 
' ( 
During the· 1971 .salary negotiations between the · 
• • ' b • 
• r ' • 
Newfoundland Teachers' Association ·and··. the Provincial 
' I • • 
Gov~rnment, the quality of Newfoundland · TeacheF~. was 
' 
.. 
questioned rather extensively by the gener~l public. 
.. . 
The 
\ variou~ publ~c forums indicated . .a . J;at!:~r _wide-sprea_d 
consensus that there were many ill-prepared teachers in 
- . Newfo~ndland schools. ·Yet th~y received the same 
- } ~ I 
·tinancial ·benefits as the ~etter prepared teachers. In 
' . 
a wor ld where an i ndivi dual!s incom~ is largely determined ~ 
" 










~~ his p~oductivil-ty,. such a situation was considered to · be 
. r 
. ~ . 
absurd • . · People in general find it difficult, to :ac.cept. the ', 
idea of ·an automatic salary scale for all teachers when 
their OWn compensation depends directly on their cont.inual 
demonstration of effectiveness on the job. 
<t" ) • 
The new Pl;'ovincial Teacher (Ce.rtification) 
~e:.gulatioh\ . (1972, ·p. 7) attempt ·t.o insure that candidates 
aspiring to become teachers will be co~petent. J •• ,\ • By,grant~ng 
interim qertificates for a period of two years·, the 
·oepartment of, Education has virtually eliminated . th~ 
' 
certification of teachers .based solely on academic pre-
. . .. 
,paration., In order for a..t;.eache~ to receive permanent· 
certification within the present regu~ations, he must be 
. 1 recommended for same either·by th~·district superintendent 
or the supervisor .. of the q,chool board . employing him. 
' Whenever teacher evaluation occurs· in Newfoundland 
srihools,. ib is usually done either by the ~cho~l board 
.... 
supervisor or the . school principal who genera-lly. ·-employs 
the method of classroom visitation. Whether the analysis 
of the teacher's performance is done by the principal, 
the supervi.sor ~r th~ su:Perintendent, the final . respon-
·sibility, for teacher evaluation r~sts' .. with. the super- · 
·' . 
intendent. Judging the capabilities of teacher~ wpo 
.diffe~ gr.ea.tly f their lJleth~ds; behavio~s . and interests 
is no ·easy task. Regardless of who performs. the 
. I 
\ A. · 
evaluation, or whether it is done formally or . informall~~ 
') . 
















- the determi~ation of·the criteria e~ployed will always b~ 
( • 
.. o·f- para.mo~nt importance • . Her:tce, the evaluator ·is con-
. ' 
fronted with t~e necessity ~f . having clearly-defined 
•,-:;-
r' 
criteria so that he can better. make obj~ctive judgments 
" ' . . 
about <the teacher's competence. · 
From the above, -it is evident that the evaluation 
r 
. ~ 




.foundland schools are staffed with competent teacher~ is 
. . 
of utmost importance'. . A valid metl;lod of evaluation is 
of pressing inte~est t~ . the tea~hers concerned, the 
school : boards . and their administrative staffs·, the 
" Department bf Education, arid -the community-at-large·. 
. . .. 
II. · STATEMENT OF THE PR0BLEM 
' 
The major problem of this study was to examine 
.( 
the criteria u~ed ?y _qis'trict. superinten~erits when 
ev~luating teacher competence. I • 
~<2re ~~e.cifically, the study .was concerned with 
: the following· questions: 
1. Do district superintendents use a common body 
• p 
-of criteria when evaluating teacher competence? 
' 
2. Is there a common body; of criteria used by district 
superintendents when evaluating teachers for 
.3. 
promotion to administrative - ~ositions? 
Is emphasis placed upon ~he ~arne criteria in the 
() 









' , . 
.~ 
r 
· .. 4 .• , .~ Is there a significant emphasis placed upon 
s. 
partic~la~ categor~es of presage, process, or 
pr~uct cri~eria when evaluating teaqhers for 
either or both situations? 
tr' ~at are the most frequently used antl the least 
frequent~y ~sed criteria in each .evaluative 
...: ... ~-,..:; 
situation? 
6. · What is· the r~l.ationship (if any) between the 
.; 
criteria of evaluation used and variables such 
. .. -
,·as t~e age and length of experie~ce of :the super-
: in~endent, and the size'of his' school district? 
7., Are there evaluative criteria employed by s.uper~ 





The following null hypotheses, which are a reflect::-
. ~ . 
iori ·· of some of the 'questions posite d in ·this study, Wre 
) 
No significant relati~nships e xist betwee n the 
emphasis that Ne~foundlahd 9uperintendents plac~ upon 
' 
the. same · criteri~ wh.en" evaluat_ing for (a) t eache i: 
comp~tence a nd (b) for administra~ive positions. 
2. There are no · s~gnificant relati onships between 
, 
the criteria used·· by superintendents and 
" J 
















s9hool data variables. 
III. · SlGNIFICANCE OF THE ,STU~ 
- - --·-..... 'I 
This study, th~- first of its kind . in Newfound~and, 
., ( . 
sl}ould · be significant . in :the following ways·: 
. -~· · 
1. It follows upon research undertaken concerning .. 
. 
evaluative c;i teria at the Uni.Jersity of Alberta .... · 
Moore (1966) exilJnined·· the criteria used by 
sch~~l in~pe!t~rs in Vid~oria, Au.stralia, Thomas I . .. 
. I I . . 
' (19-"9) exarine.d the · ~riteria used by high school 
principalJ in the same Australian state. Rogers 
( 19 7 0 )" . / 1 d th 1 . . . . d b a~a ·yze .e· eva uat1ve cr1ter1a use y 
i 
high . schFol principals in Alberta. A · coinp~~i_son 
of·the fin~ings · of this study with those of the 
prior studies s~ould be of interes~ to the 
inquisi t;i ve educat·or. . 
,. D 
.2·. Isolation of commonly-used criteria shquld be 
valuable to teachers,.· the school boards and 
. -
their administrative staffs, t .he .Newfoundland 
\ . . ~ 
.I 
Teachers' Association, the Department of Equ~ation, 
and the community-at-large. · 
c~ 
3. 'rt should - enabie superintendents to look at the it . 
j ' ' 
own eva~uative pract~ces in relati9n to ' those of 
. I . · .. ~· ., 


















IV. DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Evalua.tion .• 
' ,, 
. . ~\ .. 
~ · . 
Evalua tiori in this . ~t:udy pertains: to the su}?ject,i ve · . 
• 'f"' , (> ( 
.?udgment. by a superordinate of a teacher's . competen·ce with~ . . 
' .~ou·t. the involvement of the teache~ being- judged. 
·r./.· . . I 
. . / ' 
Criterion 
-··· · :· ··r.f· ·~ -
'· · 
A standard on which eval ua ti ve. judgments . are . made. · 
• J 
I • , . ·; ,. 
0 
Criteria ./'· ' . 
The criteria use~ in:/the studyo are th~se ~categ.)iz~d 
by.Mitzel (1960, pp. 1488-91) as presage, process, and 
"). .~-. . . .. .. , 
· pro~uct criteria. 
• t . 
1. ' .. ~ ·. . ·P"resage cn:ter~a. In this cat~gory ~~ teacher's 
competencp_ is ' judged according to his personal ' 
attributes such as intelligence, speech, manner, 
··and·· so on·: 
2. Process c.'riteria. ;rn this .category the ' teacber' s 
. . ~ ·' . , : I 
com:et~nce is judged accordin:g -t::o ~~~~aviour ., 
displayed by him, and to a · lesser ext:n:,\ -.: 
acco~ding to student behavior which is a 1 
refledtion of the teache~'s behavior. . . \ Teacher-
student _ ihteract~on, methodology, and classroom 
I . 
. discipline are some examples of process· · criteria. 
' ~ 10 • • I 
.. 
. . . 
;3. Product criteria. ~n . t.,h( s ·, cat~ gory ~he teacher's 
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of student growt~, gains, or change ·that 
, 
. ) . ;,- . . ' - . . 
. -=~·:·OCCUrred ap a result _(:>.f_ .. the teacher IS performance • ~ .-:-'f.!· .. 
~ .. -- . . .. 
- ,--., ' • , .:J 
TJ:le Ct:iteria in thf~ catego·ry . are . dependent upori 
th~· ~-~tablishing of a .. set of goals toward which · 
... 
teac~ing is directed • 
. r-
. . ( 
Teachers 
· .
. ' Te·a.~l}ers . i:r:t .. this study ·_ refe~ ~1 te~chers 
employed by school' ·boards ~xc.luding school admin_istrato~s, 
central ·offic~ administ~atars and consultants. 
) 
. ..... 
'supECf in tenden t s 
' . The 'chief a~in;istrative of-ficers· employed by the . 
H ~ • • • . • 
scho.ol boards to assi~t· in t~e formulation of d~s.tric:t 
policies and, to insure that 't hese polici~s ' ar~ .. implemented. 
-
' 
.. ' • 
0 
' . 
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CHAPTER IJ;' . 
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\ ' I . . 
REV-IEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
•I 
' ... 






.. ·. Teachers have been evaluated as long 'as · there have 
""-' 
~, . 
, · .. . : ...~ 
been teaciiers ~ and literally hundred·s of studies have ·been·· 
' . ' .. .,, ..... ,. 
c;lorie on t~ac!ter evaluat~on, Yet, despi~e t~is long ~··.-~ 
·, ·t-radition. an·d the nurite~~~~ ..... studies on teache~ eyaluat~on, 
there still exists a lack of consensus among e·ducato:i::'s as 
•" . 
·to how teachers ·should be evaluate<;!. The two bas,ic 
' problems seem to be:,' {1) to de fin effec.tive teaching; 
.. 
and (2) to define approp~iate crit for the ev~luation 
of teacher effectiveness. 
' e 
·· Such a state of affairs wo ld · taint t .he ~res.earche:J; 
with an attitude of ·pessimism. By 
... . 
(1962 1 pp. 20-21) 
states that 
... \ 
No other'issue has received so attention D 
from research workers. · 1m unki i tic might ' 
be inclin;d to obse:rve that nev s the~e ; .. : 
been so much effort expended fo so few results. 
Nevertheless, the .studies continue t 'o accumulate. 
· Mo_re .. recent publications, however, appear to be 
more opt~mistic. There are indications that efforts to 
define effe~tive .teaching and how it sh~uld be -evaluated 
. . / . 
', . . ' . 
have · not been .in vain. · Various rese rch projects .that • · 
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" ' ~ ' . \ ~.- . I I 
making e~.oW::ag~g progres~ • . rage (1968, p. 403) ~· 
·: convinced that rese~_rch findings will so<?n make a wo~th- 4 
· .- • I '\ ' ',. .~ • 
/While contribbtion to the evaluatil n of ~teachers. 
More comple~ research designs·capable of taking 
more categor~es· of .significant variables into 
acco~t are be~ng propounded. The psychological, 
educational, and methodologic~l sophistication of 
research. workers is be·ing grea,t:.ly raised by 
greatly improved predoctoral and postdoctoral 
t~aining programs. And more adequate financial · 
support is providing -better organizations . and 
- ,facilities for· educational research and develop-
ment. Tbe faith presists that educationally 
-significant differences can be consistently 
produced in the future as new intellectual and 
,material resources·are- brou?ht · to bear on edu- .. . 
cational programs. · 
Smith and , Gremil.lion· ·(1971, p. 4)., who .surveyed 
... . 
studies cond.ucted on ,teacher evaluation sinc"e .19_00' are 
en~husia~ti~ about rece~t developments in teacher 
t " , • ' . . 
eva'luat-ion. , . 
Educational researchers have earne$tly studied 
. teacher e~fectiveness since 1900 • . •• So far, 
afte~ nearly 70 years of effort, ·the results 
·have been di.sappoi..nting. Discrimination between 
good and ,poor teachers still can be made only at ; 
the grossest le~els . However,· so~e breakthroughs 
have been made ~cently, and hop~fully these hold 
promise for th~ future. ·· 
. 
Flanders (1969, p. 1423), who examined research 
J, 
. ' tnat was conduct~d . on teacher evaluati~n from 1~60 to 1966, 
.; 
asserts that . . 
· The re~earch which is reviewed herein permits 
·. cauti-ous optimi~m and ·indicates, that the tools . 
long needed _for the analysi-s of the teaching-
learning process are gradually being developed. 
'This optimism is in contrast with the conclusion 

















Flanders~ then, ·is of the opinion that· the ·toois necessary 
for the ~valuation of teacher effectiveness will soon 
receive. the endorsement of educator~~ 
~- MacKay (1971, p. 18) is a~so o~timistic about -the 
·future of teacher evaluation.· 
The picture is fairly bright and becoming brighter; 
· ,howe~r, indications from practiti~rs ~re that 
there _seems -to be a substantial gap etween 
pr~c~ice and currently available the ry and . . 
tech!lique. •· · 
Thi~. sta~ell)ert-t made by MacKay indicates the n·eed for 
. ~esearchers and practitip~~rs to work more closely to-
gether so t~hat ·the_ major pro~lerns ~onfron~ing the ~ 
evaluation'of teacher effectiveness may be resolved~, 
. 
. The rernaind~r · of ·this review of literature shall: 
(1) analyze the problem .of teas~er evaluation by ·looki~g 
' '• ,I • ' ' t 
at some quest1ons germane to · th1.s problem; and (2·) pr~-
sent · the positions ··and conqlusibns of various 1'esearchers 
., 
who have studied this prob+ern • 
. II. ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM 
I 
·Arguments for Ev-aluation 
' ' 
· ..... · 
Administrators usually -justif~. their evaluating · 
of teadhers with the following arguments: 
· 1. The public argument. The public f i nances the 
. . 
operation of the schools, including teachers' 
( 


















-a true and complete account without eval~ating 
... 
• I 
teaching and its' effects .. (Bargen, '1965, p. 16)." 
,, 
;~-;;>. . . 2 
. 
·" The administrative argtiment. · Evaluation forms 
' . 
.the basis for administrative decisions such ~s 
transfer, dismissal, tenure, .certification and 
.... \., 
promotion (McNally, 1972, p. 353) • 
. 
' 3. The instructiqnal argument. Teacher·s . are 
" evaluat,ed for •'the purpos~ of improving the 
·teaching .and learning situation (McNally, 1972, 
•. 
p.' 353) 0 
<fllti!P 
How Do Teachers View Evaluation? .. . 
. '• ,, ... .• 
Brown (19-62, p. 29) c::a.rried. qut. . .a .. -"S.ttfd'y····-to·:·· 
" .. ·l ascert-~.i~. hq~ t~ache-r~:r·perform under stress. · He con-
eluded that 
Where the inspector .. observes teaching under 
stress he seesr'a performance that may or may 
not be a . typical one, depending on the ln4~­
vidual teacher. The performance may be either 
close· to or far from ·the teacher's best ef£orts. 
. . 
Quite obviously, the ·quality of on~'s performance under 
stre.ss 'depends·\tpt upon .the .indiv~du~l is teac.li~~g 
abili~ies, _ but · rath~r upon his ability to perform under 
·•' 
, In .. di'scus_sing why teachers do not like to be 
.. evaluated for their teaching. performanc~. Ryans (1954, 
y,. 




There is a distrust of those who serve as 
ju~ges and assign the r atings • 
... 
.. ,, ~ 
. ·, ~ 
~ . -
. ' 


















There is awareness of the much publicized c 
unreliability . of ratings • . 
Teachers . claim they are 'professfonal.' · . 
per'sons and therefore should not be subjected 
- ~ 
to a prestige-weakening experience · as competency 
of'job behavior. 
4. .Many individuals,. and many. t _eachers in parti-1 
cular, are introverted an_d mildly insecure ~ • · ·~ 
• I \ . 
. . 
the reasons po~ited by 'Ryans are some of the 
.principal reasons given by teach~rs - for their dislike 
. . ~-"~- -:··. . 
of teac.hex: eval:uation. · Another :t·eason oft~n given· by_ 
teachers is _that when_ a spp~ro'rdinate is obserying ,tl}e 
~eac~er's p~~forman~e -an artifical atmosphere is created 
in the classroom. 
: In Sijite of teacher attitu~es, Ryans (1954, p. - ~96) 
c~ncludes that teacher evaluation must be continu~d · 
.... 
. because 
~ob performance cannot be improved, indeed it is 
likely to show progressive deteriorization, if 
th~ issue of quality of behavior is avoide~ and . 
standards of .classroom performances are -neglected. 
Rose . (1963, p •. Bl) admits that· teachers do / 
. ~ ·. . 
e~perience anxiety when being . evaluated'· but co_~ tends 
tha~ "the greatest _reducer of un~holesome role anxiety .. 
l.s doing a good . .job and .knowing it." , - -H~ . further s~ates . 
that 
... 
Teach~rs ca~ and do respond irt terms of anxiety 
r~duction when they -. ...Pave been through an 
appropriate process '0f observation, analysis, 
and evaluation of the£r teaching. ·.~ . 
Beeche; · (1963, p. 52) suggests that· teacher fear . : 
~ ~ . . 
of appra~sal would be dispell~d if teachers were thoroughly ' 
• 
... 
~ .. . 
I· 
, I . 
~ ..... ~.-
. · '4-.>' 
J . , 
' 
•. 




13.: . . 
acq).lainted both with what is - expected of them; and'.wlth . ., 
q 
.... . ' -t • 
the· apprc;lisal techniques being used •. · · Tea~hers, ~h~;r:t, 
' must understa~d that evaluation is a worthwhile and 
~ ~ ... .. 
. 
. ,




How Should Effectiv7 Teaching be Evaluated? 
" . ~ . J . 
The number of self-stylr,d-experts i 
. :I c ' ------
" . -·-- ' 




q ..! " - - ________ .. 
_ Of 'tea9he~~ ~~--~t-i~;;~:-~re 
merltbers, an4 
' l;t would · s·~em 
0 





uators among.stu"dents, parents, school hoar 
' . . .· \ ~· 
other non-te~ch~ng members of .. t~e c::ommunity 
that everyone has the imp.~ers .except those .ho are confron-t:ed · ~ •. 
0 ' • -"' i ' ~ 
with the task of evaluating teacher ef£ect± eness--~he . 
" 
.administrators • 
. l . This is not unique·, of course, for many . . . 
jobs lc;>ok qu_ite simple to the ~:mtsider · who .is not ch'!j:ged 
. . -
with the responsibil'it-y of ex~ctiting them. Byrn,e .· (1962, 
0 
p • . 20) s~ys ·that"· . . in the evaluation ot instruction 
. ' 
"' ( ~ .. 
one is, faced wi-bh a probletl! as cGmplex as· the nature of_ 
• 0 
reality.~· · Byrne, no doubt, ·by implying tha~ what is real · 
. .. w 
for. one person may n6t be.....rea_l ~.or anoth~z:, tckilo~le~g~~ 
th~t 'personal ;alues and biases play a ~ajor ' role . in the 
evaluation of teache~ effectiveness. 
. . . . 
~ . . ~ 
Fox and Jo~es (1970, p. 541) demonstrate thei~. 
' . 
awareness· of the 'magnitude -of thfs 
state 
prohl:~m when ' they 
'.-<-·0f·:.~_:_-, ~-----::----~- ____ ------:-
~- ·---·- ··-- ... 
· .. 
J - - • : , • 
One of the .most ·diffi9ult tasks facing _  ~e 
·. ~ca'demic administration--principal, supai:'·~ 
_ int~ndent, or coll~ge de~n-~cent~es arg~~d=-·----------~------~~--
. \ , 
. \ . 
. . ' ... 
',~ ............ -'-
. ' '-.... 
..... 0 
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. . . 
' - : . , . " .. . . 
J • : • - , . ... 
. , 
.. . 
,· . .. 
• 0 . · • ·• 
; . . . . the develbpment ·and use' ·?f :=tppropri'at~ .. 
· .. · · criteria· for jpdgirig ef_fective-.!0-'t~aching." 










. : :. . : . . . . . . : . . .... ? . . . ·; . . . . . . . . ' ; . . ~ ~ . 
. . . ~;t~pl,e ·answe~ utd ~h~ ~ue~t~~n of t~acher ~o~~eje~~c~.· ~t · .. ·. • ' 
; is most .dif.ficult to. measure an . indiv;iduai 's effecti'vene'ss· . . ~: 
- i. 
' , " • C ~ ·: • • . • • .• • a . \ . . , . . 
wheri'- his. job' tlo~s not.:.haye 'results . that ·are clea~ly 
. ·. . . . : " . . . v:~~~ , ~' \ . ..:-. - ~: , ·., . . . 
;measurable. Administr.,i:o:.:s . rea~ize th.a ~ m.apy ·o~h~r 
<I 
. . ' . . . 
influences, 'besides the teacher's, 
, .. ,) ~ ... ... • . ' . • ' tl'. 
ple~:y ·a .. role in the , , i ·' ... .... 
- ---
D 
deve.loprner:tt of .students. · · · ·· 
p • ~hompsori ·(l962, · p; ' lG9)-\ coritenas· that befor~ /go~d · - Q • 
' . 
. ; te'ac~ing can .be evaluated.•i,j; must. be -~e~in~d~ The 
• • • • • ~ · • ~ <# • .. & • ' ~ 
defining of .. a good·· te~cher ·or· ~o~d teachj,ng is a mos't . 
• • ' ' ' - .... I ' ' ' • 
. . 
... :.':'; .· :tli.~,ficult task.". Eva~s (1959, ;:.33) states ·~hat. there is ·. 
~ • . . I. ~ . , , . 
much contraqicto_ry and inconclusive infor_niatio~ available . 
• ' Cl) , 'Q ' ' "' , ' ~ •"' ' ~ ,.. / ' .; I 
apo'ut teachers an.~ ' t:eachin~ effic~_enpY~. I T.u:r:~er (1970 ,/. 
~ .. ~ ...... . . ,. . , I 
~ ~ c . . • , • 
· p •. : ~5 _5) ma:j.nt'c~.i~s th~ t 11 a logical d~5~n~e that ~o.od 
~ " • .. & ~ 
· . :teaching i .s · si t~ational rests squarely on the procedures · · 
' • • • " • , • 0" 
. . . ·:- . ·-:ii ···.. . . . . 
, '
0 
' , ,• : ·.· .-r._·jf by WhiCh. OOe ~determineS Wha't I gOOd I teaching meanS • II 
:t • 
• I 0 
•· 
. 
'· . . 
., 
, ' ·. . ~ / . 
... . .. \:-
• h 
: . . 
. Banto.ck (1968, p·.'. 17!5-} , is rmost ~mpnati'c . when he states 
' t~.at} ,;hefo~e·-~:e ";uestio~ _ -o.:f' ~ti~:~i.'a _can b~ .rai'sed,_ ·~t. 
l .. O • , 1 ~ 
is necessar.y to \indertake· a concei>tual clari!ication of: tn 
. . . . . -
·• •'~ 
"-what .- it .mean.s to teach., what in fact is involved in .the 
• • ' • • ' I 
' ; .· c;MCept of ~~~~!ling • ~· ciwe~S (197"1 , : p. , ~ 7 l .. s~a teS that 
· ·. · . ."tlie . main pro~lem in .Jneasur.ing teacher 9ompe~Emce is. 
· .. :. · .. ·. ·t~~fold~ . (1) ,the eBtabli~hin~ ~~- . an ···ac~epted de~i~i.~ion 
• 1 , ·~ ' • • I ' > • ' • 0 I .;, 
. . '··,·:· ... ·. Otf.".teaching ·compete~c~ ; 'and_·· <.?> .. the··.c(eveloping c;>f . . · 1: - . 
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~ · [.J ---- .•.. --- - ' , . 
"• 
,. 
. ~ . ' 
.. quantit,ative cr.iteria for ~ea~uring' ~h~ qualitative 




' Many· authors ~~0 have written abqut criteria for . 
evaluation h~vT expressed -_different_ vi'ew_s ·o~ · the s~bj_:=ct. 
' ' Ban tack (1968 ·, p. 17_6) , for exa~ple, . says . th~t "there_· are· . 
. . 
no universally applicable ~riteria of what constitutes a 
good teacher." Mitzel (1966,-p. 148~) sta~es "No 
.. . . . 
. ' 
standards exist ...... which are conunonly ag+eed upon . as. the , 
.... . . -
criteria, for- teacher effeCti venes·s." He further states 
that it is· difficult to· isolate ,6riteria which are 
• • " • > I 
rele,vant,.reliable, free from bias, and ·practical. 





an effective teacher is· or does. l:fartin <,1961., .·· 
on. the other 
\ . 




. ' . 
can be . applied in teacher evaluation. 
positio~ that.th~re are -traits 
common to-good teachi ·for various~ subje~'ts, she states 
., _. )c.ri tefi~ can be foz;rnu~ated which ·apply not merely 
. - ·to the teaching qf a particular subjec;:t, but · to ~the · 
.' 
• o?o 
teaching of· all ~ubjects." ·Smith and -Gremilleon (1971, 
p. 4) take~ very definite position wll,en tl?-ey ·state 




A teacher's principal role'is to produce de~irab1e · 
changes in : the lives of plipils--'t!o improve · the~r ·· 
knowledge, their skills and their attitudes. An 
effective teacher, then is. one. who -produces these 
desired changes in pupils an~ does it. with some . 
d_egree ·of efficiency. . ... 
, 
-- Rose (1963, 
4




















import:ant steps in the methodology of .evaluation to ' be 
(1) the obtaining ,of objecti~~ data, and (~) making 
. I . . • 
proper use of these "data. 
• I ' f 
' In ._ discussing the methods 
16 
and criteria used in teacher evaluation Lucio and McNeil 
l) , . 
. ' (1962 , . ,pp: 207-208) . state· 
{~ . 
Methods'of judging teacher effectiveness are · 
subject to various- kinds of difficulties. 
First, the ·various methods which have·been 
utilized yield results which do not correlate 
highly with each other; he'nce they do not 
measure the same aspects. Second, the ~ethods 
which appear most valid are ofterr the most ' 
difficult to administer.~ Third and most 
important, the·determination of teacher ef-
fectiveness dep~nds to a large extent on the 
criter~a used. In essence, if different 
methods ·and different criteria are used in · 
measuring the factors which contribute to 
teaching success, the re~ults' will inevitably 
differ. · ' 
Undoubtedly,. the method employed· in teacher 
evaluation _depends upon the purpose of conducting the. 
evaluatiqn. T~e literature on teacher evaluation indicates · 
that evaluation is ·conducted · for the purpose of · improving: 
instruction more than for any other purpose., Lucio and 
McNeil (1962,,pp. 2~2-18), as well 'as Fox and Jones·il970, 
". _PP•
0
• 541-43) ·,· .Pr?p~9s: th~t the ·~strator and the 
·-
teacher establish goals or educational objectives towards 
which ~he teaching should ~e directed. These goals _or 
educational .objectives are established ·early in the 
I I f o 
school year, and ·several meetings are held between ·the 
. . 
administrator and the te:acher throughout ·the school year 
to discuss strat~gies and· solve any pr~blems that may 
J-:--1 
. _./. 
















.. - ::' . 
~ .... ::l. -
. ..:"' i· . 
'17 
!'-
( ·I . • ' ' 
. - · ·~t ·· 
,, . ..:: " . haye ar~sen. At the end the ' - · teacher of schpol year, . thl:; 
. . . 
., ..... . 
is evaluated in terms of the ' success that he ·had in the · 
a~h~evihg of those goals • 
The method of teacher_eval.uat~on discussed above 
-
. . . 
has the obvious -advantage's of~ (1) assuring the 'teacher 
~ ' . . 2 . . . . . . . 
· that his performance is eval-qated on his year.' s work; 
. .. . 
~ 
and' (2) both the administrator arid the teacher are 
aware of the criteria employed in the evaluation. 
Who ·should Evaluate? 
As ~ith .,the many other ~~estio~s relate~ 'to 
teacher evaluatfon, there 'is rnuct disagreement among . 
writers regardi~g who should evaluate . teachers. Allen 
. . . 
~ al. (1970, .p. 13) indicate ~hat a~most . all people 
directly concerned with the- teaching-iearning· process 
get invol.ved. 
. . · • the business of evaluation goes on all the 
time in every school. Not onl.y supervisors but 
students, principals, : te~.achers, . pare~ts and · 
superintendents are busily judging what ~s go_ing 
on. 
In thi~ sectioil, then i ~i. ~e~~inibns an~. resea~ch 
~indi~ concerning teacher evaluation by students, the 
. . 
teachers. themselves, . depa:r:tment chairmen, ·superv.isors 
I 
:- and principals will be presente:d. The writer recognizes 
. . . 
othat this list is by no means exhaustive~ but it does 
\ . ·. ... .. ... , · .. 
represent the k~nds ·of evaluators ·m9st frequently 














Gage {1972, p. __ 185), in acknowledging that ;atings 
of teachers by' their students have ~been used as a basis 
for teacher self-improvementr states 
• • ' ('" v • 
Pr~v~dJ.ng feedback to teachers of studen.ts 
;a~ings seem· useful ' for the ~racti~al puipose 
·• of improving teacher behavior. As described 
by the students, teachers did change in the 
direction of stude~t~' ideals as a result of 
getting feedback: 
Hickman .-(1970, p. 51) and his editorial staff at -
Nation's Schools surveyed administrators to ascertain 
~ -1 .. 
their attitudes toward the eva.luatic:m of · teachers by 
students. The following results' · based on a fiv~ ·per . 
. ~ ~ 
cent ~roportional sampling of 14,000 school administrators 
in 50 stat.eJ, were; obtained. 
··' 
~ .• administrators' split" about 40-40 .over 
the issue, with '17 per cent still weighing 
the question • . Administrators who -favored · 
st_udent par.tic.i,pation often made side comments r 
that the decision to pa·rticipate should be · 
left to ,the discretion of the individual 
teacher. . #' 
The•C evaluation -- of teachers by students, t~en, is ,not seen 
as a very popular method ·of _evaluation. It may be 
in! erred, ·however, that it can be most beneficial far 
teacherg•wishing t~ get feedback from students for the 
purpose of improving instruction. 
Forbes {1965, - p. 106), suggests that the .teacher 
is in the. best positi on to conduct evaluation. He -
contends th~t · a pre-test should b8e given and that it 
should be followed by instruction and post-test, 
•' I 
" ,. 






~ejPe~tively. This will 'give the~ teacher a good -indication 
of his -effectiveness. ~ -~_{i\ 
-· -
• o o SUCh a pr0g.ram Of evalUation 1 Carried On 
over successive years, cannot help but make 
you and me m~re aware of our capabilities and 
weaknesses ·as· teachers. . . • We are sure to 
have established a sound basis fo~· self-
evaluation, whic~,·in turn will le~d t~ im-
proved education of our chi~dren. 
~ 
Hicks apd Jameson (1957, p. 22) cite such authors 
as Otto, Shane, ~auch, Corey, Wrightstone, Ellsbree, 
' . 
McCall, Reutter, . and Barr, who contend that self-evaluation 
should bet emphasized in teacher evaluation. They : also 
'0 -
stat~ that · surveys, undertaken by several state elementary 
, , . . 
\ 
school principal organizations, by some state departments 
~f education, and by classroom teache~s' , organizations, 
indic·ate 'that self-evaluation is. the most ben~fi~ial 
iiJ. te~f teaching impr_ovement. 
O~er writers, however, are skeptical about 
' ' 
sei£-evaluation~ Shaplin (1961, p. 36) is of ·the opinion 
that teachers vary greatly in their ability for self-. 
' 
analysis but that probably all can rais~ ~thefr levels - of 
awareness and skill through practice. Rose (1963, p. 51) 
• 1.. • t ' 
quotes ·Sarbin as saying that pebp~e involved i~role 
l 
enactment are limited in. ooserving themselves as social 
object~ •. Rose (1963, p. 52), who . suggest~ that self-
.. 
evaluation and effective role enactment are almost 
. ,. 
mutually exclusive, concludes that 
It may be just wish~ul thinking to believe that 
I . 










teache~s substantially improve their own' teaching 
alone, except .haphazardly by long, J~~ .. t;.fective · 
-trial and error processes in which·: .a large amount 
of relevant data is not accessible· to them. , 
. - . . ,/ ' 
, . . r , 
. The argument ·presented by Rose appears to be a 
sound one. When an individual ·evaluates his oWn per-
. forrriance, he runs the risk of being su~jecti ve. · Others 
20 
',- ~~n ·see our w~akness~s mu~h mo\e . readi!Y an~· objec~ivel~o 
than ,. we can. Many individuals are reluctcrnt ' to admit · 
weaknesses when they are pointed-out by others •. To 
~ 
di~cover one0'_s OW]J eakn~.:ses is even ~~re difficult •. 
,.......P . 
• Squi~e ~nd Applebee (1964, p. 9} hold that the 
(
. department chairman a~ a:n . agent of _·li?Lison within .:ihe 
. school is in .the best\ position· to evaluate teachers. 
~ • /1 
· •• ~ the teacher has•a right to ~xpect th~t the 
person w~o i most ]{nowledgeable about h.im,- his , 
subject, and he variety of teaching methods o~en 
to him should j udg,e his competence. Al thou'gh ' 
the school pr ncipal can judge in~ art, and in 
can judge. in 'part, the department hairman is · 
probably . the most highly qualifie to weigh'all 




Lucio and McNeil . (1962, p. 212} , who propos·e that 
the teacher! s p~rformance be .;,.evaluated in terms of de~in'ed 
~ . .. 
teaching obj .ec"t:-ives, c!ssert. that the supervisor should 
.. 
evaluate teachers.·· 
The a .ssessment of teacher perj:ormance is ~ an 
essential responsibility of the supervisor,. not 
of others less skille d or ·remote f rom the 
t e aching proce ss and ··organiza tiona l. goals . To 
place this f unation in the hands o f ot hers 
weakens the supe rvisor' s power to e f fect his 
major res~nsipility toward improvement of 
tea ching . a nd curricula. · · 
' 
...... / • l' 
,.. ' , 
... 
,,f. "" 
.,, v · . .. 
.,. , r. 
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. Articles by Enns and Bargen, in the February, 
. ' ' . ·, (} . . 




c'ontradictory -o'pirt~ons ·concerning the role of Fhe principal · 
in the evaluation · of teachers. Enns (1965, p. ~).), who - ; 
. I ·r 
COJ:?-Siders the ·principal~hip to be . more of a sta.ff ~}lan a 
line position, ass~rts 
~fuen ~valuation becomes more specifically the 
inspection· and assessment of .teacher efficiency< 
and effectiveness, I think the-p~cipal must 
withdraw if he -is to continue to perform the 
other functions effectively. · '; · 
Bargen (1965, p. 18), wh~ feels that th·e· ~rinlipal 
evaluate teachers, states ~ 
must 
. . 
If he · is truly ·concern"'Ei'Ct and conuni tted to the 
- improvement of teaching in his school, it is • 
inconceivable to me thc;tt he can divorce himself 
.from the evaluation 'of the educational process 
.which involves intimately the evaluat,ion of the 
work of teachers. 
Shane (1952, .. P· 58) ; • who surveyed 35 elementary 
school districts in the United States, found that' it was 
the principal who .most freq~ently evaluates t~achers. 
~ - . : . 
In 85 per cent . ~f the schools the principal ha'd 
complete or partial responsibility fo~ appraisal, 
while · fewer than 50 per. cent of the superiptendents 
and 30 per cent of the supervisor made any kind 
of rating. 
From the· above, it is quite obvious that 'educators 
are far from agree~ent on. who should evaluate teachers. 
The writer is convinced that whoever evaluates teacher~ 
.•. 
should hav<e · a thor.ough imo':fledg.e of- the situation ~ in -which 
the teach~r · .is _performing. It is most difficult to say 
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. 
.Precisely who should do the evaluating because this would 
dep~d, to a i~rge ext~nt, upon the orga,nizatiol'lal ~.truct~·re 
of the sthool ,system. It may "be sta:ted as an . organiz~tlonal 
I 
·----~ . ... 
principle, however, that the person to whom the ·teacher is 
respoi}sible ·.should be very actiyely involved i~ , t~e 
evaluation of the teacher's performance • 
.. 
III. THE RESEARCH 
.. 
' In traduction 
This review of research is organized according to 
Mitzel Is three categor~es of: presage, process' and 
product. This is basi.cally the approach ta~en by 
. ' 
Flanders · (1969, pp: 1423-35), Smith and Gremillion · 
(1971), and Owens (1971~ pp. 75-82). ... 
',• 
·owens (197·1, p • .75) maintains that rese?rchers 
•' ' J 




· .. 3. 
0 • 
The . resl,ll ts pr.oduced or pupil gain as a 
measure of teaching competence. · 
The process implied in teaching, or 
actual classroom behavior. 
Teacher characteristics, or the equipment 
the teacher possess~s for teaching. .. 
The. cat'egories outlined by Owen~ are essentially the same 
0 ' 
·' 
as Mitzel's product, process, and presage respectively. 
Presage Criteria 
Presage criteria are those which are indicative 
.of the teacher's personal characteristics such as ;. 
- ' 
· quiilifications, abili.ty to .get along with people, voice, 


















appearance , · and so 6n • 
. . Ryans (1960, p. 5) asserts that ,..PrE?sage' criteria 




Perhaps the first step-tQward a bette·r under-
standing of problems relating to teacher 
competency may be the- intensive and extensive 
study Q~ teacher. characteristics o, • • • • It 
should not be.too difficult to demonstrate 
these characteristics to a- considerable .. 
degree o .. Certainly teachers who were found . 
t'o rank high--say, in thE7, top twenty per · 
cent--on a number of sets of teacher · 
characteristics generally agreed to be importan_t 
.:i;n a particular cu:J.,ture could be, regarded as 
being effective teachers~ 
Byrne (1962, p. 23) says that ·the study conducted 
.  
by Ryans _attemp,ted to reduce th.e .multitude of behavior · 
. . 
characteristics displayed by teachers to a few behavior 
u clusters, each represented by a grou~of teachers. It was 
'felt that the behavior of teachers can be desc·ribed 





behavior, or aloof, e gocentric and 
restricted behavior.. · 
Responsible, busin~ssliRe, 
systematic behavior, or evading · 
unplanned end slipshod behavior. 
- . Stimulating, · imaginative, surgent, 
or enthusiastic behavior, or du'll 
;routine behavior. · 
Anderson and Hunka (1963, p 0 -78 >. maintain that ~ . 
v 
sugh an evaluation with a statisti9al approach ~s. open 
tc;> attack. 
-. 
The -most serious criticism, over and above 









\. ,· ( 
l ' 
can tell us not_hing if 
si ati al determinants of teaching '¢" . 
pro 'ce cy are strong, i~ that in any c~~-ture 
in wh~ch the financial return for teaching is 
so_ poor that any good man is lfkely to be 
excluded, the competent dictated few will 




. ·. Byr:r;_e (1962, pp. 22-23) cites stuaies that have 
· f~und relation~hips between .certain cri:,eria and teaching 
-competence. These l?tudies indi~ated ·a slight positive 
relation~hip between !;le:grees of inte:lligence and rated 
competence, between knowledge of the subject ·matter and 
. . 
. rated ~ompetence, between attitudes toward the profession 
and rated success, and between •Socio-economic status and 
r ·ated success. They did sh~w·, as well, a consistent.. 
and positive relati~nship b_etween academic ~chievement 
teaching e~fecti~eness. No significant differe~ce 
found either petween sex and 'competence, or ·between 
was· 
fuaritial status and competence. Experience was found ·~ ~ 
to relate positvely with t~achi~g effectiveness up to 
the end .of ·five years, after which :it cease·s to have 
. . . 
further benefits. Byrne U972, . p. 23) concluded that 
"Many _teacher characteristics have a be~ri!).g· on teaching 
. 
competence but no o:qe stands out as the infallible 
predi_ctor of success\· 11 · 
.. 
Allen et al. (1970, p. 16)_,.. after having _ 
reviewed · findings of researchers :who investigated t .he 
factors that make up a ~podel of the . s~~c~essful teaching 







characteristi~s and pa~ter.ns cannot be taken ·seriously 
~- 'j 
. for evaluat-ion purposes at the present time .• ·" 
Process Criteria 
25 
Process c~iteri~ are those which give an indication , 
of the behavior displayed ~Y the teacher· i~-the clapsroom, 
and to a lesser extent, . the Qehavior 9f ·the students which 
· is a reflection of the- teacher's behavior. 
McNeil (197.1, 'p. 14) says that there is · a.·mov~ment, 
'in many professions, away from · a perspn 's being _·able· to 
attain · and maintai'n his job o.n categorica~ grounds 
' -
· ,,(ascription) rather-- than · on the basis of ,achievement-. c; . 
:·Mere ·emphasis is now placed upon ~ follows .t:rom· an 
indiv_i,dual 's w~rk ra~her. than· how he (foe·~ about i~- -
McNeil goes on to stat·e that . j . · . 
The failure ~o educate all ·students and the 
· massive retardation which exists, especially 
.among minority-group students, has brought 
home the fact that one cannot judge a teacher 
as good solely because he is ~ollowing 
recopunen'ded procedures or meets categorical 
expectations. · 
· . Byrne (1965, p. 300) maintains that the per-
formance of.the teacher has ~radition~lly . been employed 
.. 
, ' 
in - the evaluation of teaching and teachers . The 
~ 
administrator, .\iith 1it.tle or no help from research in 
the evaluation of teaching ~d teacher·s ,· start with -
., 
assumptions impossible to verify. 
' .. ' 
He follows procedures. that can be tested only 


















' ... / • 
' . . \ 
decisions that are judgmental 'ra:ther than· . . ~.. · · 
empirical. Though he may ~is~~ be · ~bjective, 
he is .. forced to be intqi tive. He is more the' · 
artist than the scientist, frequently capable · 
o! sensitive perception but often' rigid.and 
in~lexible; displaying limited vision (p. 302) .• . 
" . 
. Worth (1961, p. 5} carried out a study which he 
. . . 
. 
26' 
.... ~· . .. 
<;:on tends cas.ts some doubt upon. the · ability of administrato:x::s , 
"~o evalu~te teachi!lg and teachers. He .-,found that many · · 
asi:>ects of a teacher 1 s work that were preceived. unfavorably 
by one admi.nistrator _were _often · perc~i~ed favo~ab'J) by 
. . . ~. 
·another.. Barr · (1961., pp. 150-51) , as well ~s Smith and 
Gremillion (1971, p. S),·arrived at the same conclusion 
as Worth. 
... · Gage (1963 ,~ l?: 257) .. attempts to explain why . such . . 
. 
discrepancies exist among: admi~istrato~s when he states 
Most classroom visitor's go to the class,room 
with 'definite preconceptions of what ·the:;t are 
look~ng · for. They go to the cl{lssroom not to 
find out what effective teacher behavior. is, · 
but · to see. whether the teacher is behav.ing 
effectively, that is, in the way they believe · 
. he should behave~ • • • No fallacy is more 
.. widel.y believed than· the one which ·says it is 
possible to judge a teacher 1 s . skill by 





Gage (1972, p. 172) writin_g in another context, 
where he again refutes 'the observation of pei:forrqance as · 
, 
"' a valid ·measure of co.~petency, states 
. r 
Observers are hard enough to ignore when they 
are frie~ds . or ·researchers, whose impressions 
will not affect.:¢e's standing. :aut when th~ 
teacher knows h~·-'is being looked over by safue-
one .whose opi~ion will determine his promotion 
or salary, his performahce may depend ... more on 
his nerve than his teaching skill •..• : • there 




\ . t' 
' I 
• 4 .... 
' ( , , 
-·' 
' .. " 
' ~ 
adequate time ·sampling and· staffing--to the 
success of"~ each approach~ even ij: we •assume 
that. such obse~vations yield va~id.e~{dence 
on the effectiveness o~ teaching. ··And, .so 
far, :research support for that .. assumption 
J is much too weak. . 
While att~pting to make th~ observation --o·f 
teacher performance, a-s a method of' evaluation mor 
~ . . - ~-· . 







procedures: (1} the Fqrced-C~o.ice Performance Report, . · 
I ·t . I. 
and (2) a £:lassroom Observation Scale. -· r:t:h'e Forced':"Choice 
Performance Report essentialty consists, .of II. • • pres~nting 
0 
. . . 
a pair of equally popular-Qehavior descriptions, one of 
" . 
. which is known' on the .. basj,s" of empirical 'validation, to 
' discriminate bet~een ~rite~f.on groups which the other 




•. ,. , 
unique. charaqte~istics. 
. . o I . 
(l) It· ~rovides for judgmept· ~f teacher 
behavior· as 'based (a} on the ·'iminediat'e .. 
observation of the teacher'"s performance in ·.-
'the classroom and (-b) on ·inf~rences regarding 
teacher behavior derived from pupil behavior; . · 
(2} it assumes that many teacher traits or 
qualities constitute dimensi(;ms of behavi-o':r 1 : 
the op'posite po'1es of which may be descril:Jed 
with precise and mean~ngful terms~referring 
to specific behavio~s n£ the teacher; (3)'it 
demands that · the judge avoid the 'central'' 
tendency error' by 'forcing the rating _in .the 
directioi\ o one qr the other 6f the poles; · 
( 4) it- mak use oL.a._de.i:.ailed 'Glossary' 
which provi l=lUJ?plementary desc::ripti~ns\of -o 
the teacher be Vl.ors under cons1.derat1.on, and, ·. 
of course, demands ~borough acquaintance with 
,· · _!.he instrument (Ry~ns, 1954 ,- p ·. 698} • 
' ' 
• · ~ : .. . I ' Ryans, (19'34' p'. _701) cautions e,;a~uat6rs . who may -
use 'e±_~her ·of his , suggested procedures that 
.;s 
' . ' 




























•' t • • ~ 
In tne use . C:)f either of ~he procedurei 
suggested, Forqe~-Gp~ice Ratin~s or the . 
Classro6m Obser'i~1on Scale, .it is 1 of . course, 
necessary ;tliat;" the · judges or raters, · (1·). base· ~ 
. the;i:t j:udgment~ .. on job-' p~rformance, i ~e. 1 actual 
• teacher beh·aviors • . It is also necessary; ·· . . · · 
· ." ·· (2) · t9at oP.poz:tunity for observation be . ·· 
· extensive enoug~ to · assume. a represen.ta.'tive . 
·sampling ot the .behavior bed:ng rated·.. · · · 
• . . <l • ~ . , . . I, • . 
· . ·Flan(ler.s h.as dey~loped a met~.o~ ·. o.~ eval·uating· 
' , .,_ \1 I f? 
. , teachers by . ~~rforJl!._an'Ce ~.nown as interaction analysis.· 
28 
.. 
, • • ~/ •0 
Interaction sma"lysis is : essentially an ·attempt-·to analyze : . . . 
... ·. ·. 
,.,. II - ~·-
- •. 
. . . ../ . ' . . 
clas."sroon; i~teracti.on among .. tea~h~rs' and pupils. 
f ' ~ " c . 
\' ' 1•." 
. T.ebhniques of interaction. a~dlysis CaRtt.~e 
· -~ ~ ~el.~·ted elements of Cl?-SSrOO~ verbal 'porn-. .. 
. . . . ' , - munJ.cation which · have proven to be , helpful in 
·. : :·· : · the analysis o·f~ _teaching behC!-viot·; first, for 
, ,:·o 
' . p ' 
' . 
·· . . . · 
~· ... ·, . 
' . 
• J 
. ..,. the, improvement of' instruction; second, for 
· · · · • o · the preparation . oj,-· fp.ture teachers;' and r third, 
. for the . predict.f6n of educationa-l outcomes· · · 
• ~ J. • • (FlandJers, 197Q, p. 7) . 
' . . 
~ 
, . Flanders ~further s·tates· bhat much can b~ · infe~red 
. . ~ . . '\ . - ' . 




. "' . ·. 
:t;t' is possible, for example~· . 'fo reach conc;::lusions 
about the rein~orcement and sup~~rt that a 
tf('!acher pro~d~s< durin·g· the classroom instruction, 
·to decide w&tner the teacher or the pupilSsl -, . 
suggested ' the ideas that are discussed, t~ 
·estimate the balance ot initiation and response 
on .th~ part' of the teach~r as well as on _the 
:, part 0~ the pupils, and · a.number of other 
· int~resting features of teacher-pupil relation-




.Smith and Grem,~llion (1~71, . p. - 9) cite studies I ~ 
. 
. . . . ' .. ' . 
... 
-. ; ~·<t ~ condq~ted-by. ~derson and 
. II . . 
Brewer .(1945); Withal (195l}, 
- . r' 
, 0 
_Medley and Mitzel (1958) ·, and Flanders (1960), . which have 




attemp~d to identify. b~havior·crucial to pupil lec¥"nirig. 
Cl • • • ' 
. ~' . . 
Smith and Gremillion ' (19~l,. · p. lO) concF~1de their treatment 
·. -. 
. .. ;. .... 
"' '""'1 ~ . " . . • ' I ' 
0 
' . 





















of ihteract~on analysis as a metho~ of teacher ·evaluation 
by stating 
.. 
. . Much _ rese~rch is be~ng done i~ this area today' 
. and · hopefully we may look' forWard to major break- · . 
throughs in i 'dentifying ··teacher behaviors which 
. are crucial to 'pupi_l · learning. · 
Product Criteria 
• <: 
..Withip . the category 'of product cxite_ria·, the 
~ . , :. , -
: . . , . . teache ... r' s qompe_tenc17 ·~s judged · acco~di~_g · to the amount of 
J . student growth that occurred as a resul-t!' of the teacher's' . 
.. 
performance. 
Byrne (1962, p.' 21) and Smith '" and Gremillion 
i ... .. 0 . 
(1971, E· 1 4>'-~ontend that the competence Qf the, t~acher 
I . 
should be -judged by what he produces--pupil growth. The 
.. . 
bqnus here is on the outcome· of one's·work--the prod~ct-~_· 
rather· than on th~ personal characteristics ot . the worker 
. and how he goes about his work. The basic argument in·. 
. 0 • 
thi~ context is1 ·usually made by .. looking at other pro- · '\ 
fe&sions and "how th~y are evaluated. The mechanic is 
· competent · if he repairs .the vehicle;. the doc,tor is 
· competent if· the patient's condifion responds to pis_ 
. ' 
. ~rescr.i!'ed tr~at~e~t; ~he . f i sherman is cxpeten_t i f he 
:-· ·catches a certain · quota of fi'sh. . It seems, . then, · t hat 
we have· competent te~ching when the primary ~oal of . 
the school is attained--Qupil growtn o~ . achievement. 
smith and ·Grernil~ion~ (~971~ p~ 21) s~ate that _in 
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. 
effectiveness three p~oblems must be overcome. 
! c' , 
.I 
One, we must know explicitly wha.t changes we · 
want to produce in· the lives of ·our pupils~ 
Two, we . must be able to measure these changes. 
Three, we must be able through experimental 
.design to attri"bute the measured chan.ges to 
the actions of the teacher. . ' 0 




Byrne (1962! p~ - ~1) says that despite reserva~ions such as ) 
~he inadequacies of achievement tests in fueasur~g either 
acpurately or completely the extent to which 'objectives 
' .., 
' ' . 
are realized, ·a~d the diffictil:ty in· determining whether -
0 
· "these ga~ns result from tlr~· · effort~ of. a specific teac?er, 
' 0 • 
. pupil .growth criteria ~re the most fru'itful to date • 
. 
Lucio and McNeil (1962, pp. 211-12) propose that 
. . . ~ . .. (\ 
_· not only achievement in subject matter but a'rso areas that 
. ~ 1 
· are somet;imes thought to be intangible such as pupils_' · 
self-understanding, social attitudes and similar behaviors 
~an be measured if defined in measurable t~rms. 
. . . 
Research results have ~ndicated that ·pupil gain 
criteria can be used to determine the outcome's 
o; particular ·teaching ·acts rather precisely, 
since these criteria are focused on the essence 
of teaching--the achievement of pupils. 
Frazier (1969, p. 21) asserts that no appraisal 
,. 
snould fail to assist the teacher in determining her 
degree of success in obtaining desired objectives,· and 
c~rrying out a proposed program. 
·There is a good chanc~ · that evaluati~m basetl 




the only ·ki'nd that will be acoept~d }?y educators 
in the future. ~ ~·--~· ~·------~~~"~~--~--~----------~ 
\ 










' · • 4 • I 
· there is a .goal to be achieved. ~Evaluation is carried out 
\ 
I 
to determine whether they have·beep accomplishe~ wtth the 
best possible u~ilization of resources (effici~ncy) . . 
Smith · (~967,.p. 67) relates that 
The Committee on Teacher Effectiveness of the 
Ameri~an Educational R~search Association worked_· . ~r · 
out a 'hierarchy_ of criteria leading ,"from specific 
characteristics of the teacher such as intelligence, 
.to the superintendent's satis~ac~ion, and final~y 
to success'of pupils in ~ife; The low~st level 
of the hierarchy is the teacher's' characteristics ·· 
and the highest level are the teacher's effects 
on the success of pupil~ in both school and life. 
Medley and Mitzel · (1962, p. 3!'7) discuss their 
' . . 
views in a study they carried out to discover classroom 
..,-
, 
behav~ character~stics· of education program graduates 
who are effective teachers. 
The competen.ce of the teacher is defined ·as the 
average su9cess o~ all of his behaviors in 
achieving their .intended effects. Strictly 
speaking,· we cannot assess the competence of a 
particylar teacher. unless we know what effects 
he is seeking to achieve-. We can, however, ~ 
measure certain effects of his behavior and see 
which of his behaviors· are followed by which 
effects. · rf tn1s information were made known 
to the teacher, he could presumably modify his 
behavior and .in~rease his · competence. There 
are as many ways of being effective as there 
a~e effects to be produced; the co~petent · 
teacher is one w~o is able to produce those 
effects he intends to produce. 
Ryans (1960, pp. 1487-88·) , after pointing ·out the 
various iimitations of pupil growth as an indicator of 
teaching effectiveness, concludes that 
• •. • if the rationale of the product (student 
p~~£o~nce) criterion is accepted, and if 
the complex control problem presented- by a. 
multiplicity of producers and the multi-








·· ·• ''' 
·· ··j·· ·· ... 
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····· ... , .. 
·satisfactorily coped with, student change 
becomes an intrigui~g approach to teacher 
effectiveness. ' · , . 




Three studies· h?ve been ·d~~e at. the Univers~ ty of 
Alberta ·using the same basic instrument which was used 
in this study. 
~ . 
Moo~e· (1966), who developed the instrument, 
. . ~-
studied the criteria ~sed by school inspectors in Victo~ia, 
Au'stralia, for the ~valuation of teacher ef-fectiveness. 
Thomas (1969) studied the criteria used in the same t0 
Australian state by high school principals, and Rogers 
· (1970) studied the criteria used by both junior and senior 
.. 
high , schoorprincipals in Alberta. All three used the 
Mitzel categor~zation of pres~ge, prqcess, and product 
tp determine ~hat criteria are actual!~ being used by 
school ·administrators. Both Thomas and Rogers factor 
analyzed the data from their studies, and thus demonstrated 
that the instrument was a valid indicator of the Mitzel 
. categories. 
Moore's study attempted to determine whether or 
not inspectors ·of the D~artrnent of Education in Victoria, 
Australia, used a common ·body of criteria when evaluating, 
teacher effectiveness • . The study further sought to 
dete~rnine any particular emphasis placed on Mitzel's 
criteria o~ presage, ·'ocess, and product. The . . 
. J 
instrument consisted of· two parts: (a) an unstructured _ . 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ,., .... : .. ~_ ..... ,. ,, ··:: ... .. .. ······ .... .. ,. " ':." ... ....... .. ...... .. ·: ···.· .. .. .... ·: ............ .... .. ···: .... .. ......... ...... . 











· part asking _for criteffa .they use ,iri eyaluating .teachers 
' ' 
for teaching competenae, a~d the criteria they use whe~ 
evaluating teachers for promotion to -administrative · 
positions; (b) a structured part containing t~irty 
1. 
; 
criteria that can be used in either evaluative -situation. 
Moore concluded that no conunon body of criteria coul·d be · 
i .dentified from the unstructured instrumei;lt. Having 
arrived at .this conclusion, Moore (1966, pp. ·617'!' 66) 
' 
stated 
~pis is regarded ·as an indication'that inspectors 
are better able ' to express their apP,roach t~ the 
assessment of teaching performance ~hen some 
structure is provided and is furthe~ evidence of 
the need for the provision of some kind of guide 
or check l~st to ensure that due regard -is given 
to the major components of teaching performance. 
It reveals too th~ fact that unless inspectors 
are st-imulated to consider criteria, they are 
likely to judge teaching performance on a limited 
basis · resulting in a "halo" effect becau~e the 
assessment is an indication of the total per-. 
forrnance of the teacher. 
Moore., s findings. indicated that a common body of 
l.it.~ria cou~d · b_e identifi_e~ when crit~~ia we~e ~n~lyz.ed. 
Inspectors emphasized process criteria when evaluating 
teacherS fpr teaching' COmpetence I and p:r;-es.age Criteria 
---- - ---




A follow-up to Moore's study:w~s. conducted by 
' 
Tho7'as in 1969. He analyzed_ the c~i teria used by high 
.,) 
'~· pchool principals in Victoria, Australia, when evaluating 
teachers for (a) teaching compete~ce and (b) promotion 
. "" " ....... "":··":":." ................ : ....... ~ .. ":. ~...... . ·i :.. . . . 
.· ' . . ..... . ,, , .. ..... . 
. ·- .. 
.. . 
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34 
to administrative positions. He examined the extent to 
which a common body of criteria was used, the emphasis · 
p~a~ed upon particular ctiteria and particular categories 
of criteria, and th~ relationship between the criteria used 
. . 
and selected variables. Thomas discovered that a common 
body of criteria was us~d · when evaluating for teachi~c{ 
competence, · and that a di-fferent coilli!lori body of criteria 
.J.. . . 
wa~ .used .. when evaluating for p~omotion to adrnini~trative 
positions. Like Moore, he found that process criteria 




' presage criteria were stressed in the latter situation. 
As in "the1 first study, product . criteri~ were n9t very 
highly ~mphasized. · Thomas also found that a. relation-
ship -existed ~etween the criteria used, ~nd ce~tain, 
. .. . . - , 
variables such as ·the age . and length of experiencaiDf 
~ • r 
the principal, and the size and location of the school. 
He also found that princfpal~ used many criteria not 
listed on the instrument. 
The Rogers st.udy, conducted on high school , 
principals i~ Alberta, was basically a replic~ti~n of the 
. ~ . 
study cafried out by Thomas.. R_ggers' fi~dings were 
essen:tially the same ·as Thomas' . He found that a common 
body of criteria was used in :each eval_ua'tive ,situation, 
and that there was a considerable shift ' in emphasis o~ 
- . 
ce_rtain · critE!ria when the situation changed. Again, 
emphasis was plac~d on process criteria when evaluating 
t '• •• I ' t• ' t 
............... .... ... :·,: .. ,. ·· · ·:····~ .. ·· ··: ······· ... ·................. , -., .. , ..... :, ... ... . , .... . •' • ·:· .. ·· ........ •, ... .......... . ·-· ....... . ' 
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·. "'~ 
for teacher competence, and on presage criteria when 
• 
evaluating for promotion to administrative posltions. Like 
Thomas before him, . he found some significant relationships 
. . . . 
between the evaluative' criteria and the personal and ·school 
. . 
data variables. Li~e his two predecessors, he discovered 
that many criteria not listed· on the instrument were used. 
" )' 
· IV. SUMMARY 
The review of literature, as presented in this 
chapter, I:as ·· looked at ·some of the major issues conce~~ing :. 
teacher evaluation ,that have been studied by ~ducators . 
. "parti-eularly in the past ·deca_de. This review has con-
. 
centrated on the findings and opinions of educators who 
have done extensive work in the area of teacher evaluation. 
Researchers ~ave~been primarily concerned with such 
problems as the defining of good teaching and how it should 
be evaluated, the attitudes of teachers toward teacher 
eva~ation, determining who should evaluate teachers, and 
-the problem which is of utmost~mportance to ~his research--
; . 
' . . 
determining the criteria to be used in ~valuating teachers. 
The work of those researchers indica~es the magnitude of 
the problems relating to teacher evaluation,, and that no 
' 
simple solution to the : problem of evalua.ting the teacher's 
perfo~nce has reqe±ved any wide-spread. endorsement • 
. The general findings· of three st~dies from the 
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as t.o · provide 
wer~ also pre\ented. 
0 . ' . 
a b~sis for · comparisons to 
Thfs w~s done so 
be made with tpe 
criteria used by school dis.trict superintE7'ndents in New..: 
~ - . ' ~oundland and school inspectors in Victoria; Austr~lia, 
as well as with high sch6o~ ~intiipals in both Alberta 
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·.' t.l'HE DESIGN OF TH~ STUDY 
/ 
I. SYNOPSIS OF THE PROBLEM 
, I 
~ . . 
Newfoundland district superi~tendents now play_a 
., 
major role in the certification of teachers. Under the ' 
new teacher certificatiorlOregulations, whicn became 
effective. July 1, 1972, interim .certificates · are granted 
. 
to candidates, aspiring to be teachers, for a period of 
' . 
two years. The permanent certification of these · 
candidates, by the Department of Education, is \ subject 
to the recommendations of their superintendent~. The 
. \ 
Department. of Education does not provide superintend~nt~ ,. 
with f!i check list or guide to ~valua~ion. '. 
When a teacher applies)Eor an admini~trative 
position, it ' is the superintendent who· either decides 
• I ' 
that the teacher is suitable.for such~ promotion. or 
recommends to his board that the teactter be promoted. 
r 
It w~s the . purpose · of this study to examine the 
criteria of teapher evaluation employed. by district 
. 
. . . . . . . 
super1ntendents when evaluat~rig ·teachers rega;d1ng · 
. 
(a) their teaching cornpetehce, and (b) their suitability 
~for .prom<(tion ' to an adrninistrati've position. By using -· 
• 
. identicar criteria ·in both evaluative s .ituations, it-·vtas · · 
• < 
















in emphasis frpm one evaluative situation/to the other. 
I 
38 
It was also possible to compare the emp~asis placed upon 
I Mitzel~s.three categories qf presage, 1process, and product. 
. . . ' . 
~he study also sought to identify any relationships 
which existed between the evaluative.criteria used by 
/superintendents and variables such as the ag~ of the 
I 
superintendent, his administrative experience and his~ tota~l years of ·schooling. . / . ' . 
Finally, the study sought to ascertain whether o.r 
./ 
,pot superi~tendents employed criteria of evaluation in 
addition to those listed on the instrument. 
II. THE INSTRUMENT 
. ·. The b~sic instrtiment con.siste~ two sections 1 
a ,~ersqnal and· School Dis~rict Qu~stionnairs and· a 
Teacher .Evaluation. Questionnaire. The former included-
the following variables: 
1. 0 The age of the superintendent 
2. Lenc;th of e~eri~_nce .as an administrator 
3. Total number · years of schooling 
4. Number of courses 'in Educational Administration 
• 0 
5. Size of the school district~ 
The latter sect·ion consisted of two, parts: 
1. A questionnaire for the evaluation of teacher 
c~tence : 
• • o '\.. r 








• 1 • to an administrative posJ..tJ.on. 
Both of these questionnaires include the same thirty. 
evaluative criteria, but the criteria were arranged in a 
. 
different order ·in each section. The cr\:eria ~ere thus 
arr,nged so as to lessen the probability that answers to 
the( first part, relating to teacher competence, would 
prejudice answers to the second part' . relating to . ' 
• 4 
administrative promotion. 
The. superintenden~s were asked to score each 
criterion on a continuum as ,follows: 
A - a factor always used 
F - a factor frequently used 
s - a factor seldom used 
N - a factor never ~sed. 
They indicated the importance' t~at ' they attach to 'each 
. ' 
" crit,erion by circling thJl appropriate letter. ··Both 
questionnaires in the latter section were scored in 
this manner. 
Space was provided, on each evaluative question-
naire, to enable superintendents to list any additional 
criteria employed by- them in each evaluative .situation. 
They:· ~ere also asked to · mak~ any comments they wisned -on 
the instrument, the evalua~~o~ of teachers, 'or the 
study 'itself. 
,. 
", The criteria of evaluation us~d in the Teacher-
Evaluation Questionnaires were prepared -by Moore and . 
. 








:...... . . .
. .. ,.;• 
used in his study·. Moore (1.966, pp. 30-3.1) stated 
,I 
This instrument contained a ,list of thirty 
. criteria drawn from the literature on the ' 
~valuation of teacherq. The criteria were 
selected f.or inclusion on the instrument. 
after a pilot study had been carried out · 
to isolate · ten in each of the cat~gories 
sugg.ested by Mitzel; that is, Produc't, 
_Process, and Presage criteria. 
III. COLLECTION OF THE DATA. 
sourc~ of t4e Data 
fl ·, .... I. 
• 
. ' . 
40 
,. 
., ~he instrument was sent to al~ 32 district super-
inte.ndents .. in Newfoundland·, along with covering letters 
.. 
,from'the researcher and .Brofher A. F. Bren~~n, . pr~sident 
of the Associatjon of District School superinten~ents, and · 
... , Go ~ • • • 
a :t~ped . ~ddre.ssed .~nvelope for return of the inst~utnt ·. 
by mail. The resea¢her 's ·letter outline~ the purpose ... 
. . ~ . 
... 
,• 
of the study, and indicated that the researcher .had the ; 
• •• ,!!. , 
appro,val ~d. support of his supervisor;· Dr. K. W. Wall~?e, , . . 
' ! 
. . 
.Brother A. F. Brennan, and · the Department of Educa t'ional 
J • 
Administration, Memorial University .. Th~ . research~r also 
I ~ 
expressec} his willingness to share his finding's with all 
t ' • • 
Newfc;mndland district s~perint.endents .· Brother Brennan f : . .~ . . 
app~al~d . to dist~ict superinte~de~ts to cooperate with 
-· . 
. . ~ · 
the researcher because he felt that the research would 
. -·· 
be of. some _as,sistance to . them • .... 
Follow-~p ·<lett~rS' wer~ -~ent, tp · supe;intendents 














. . ..., . 
·... 0.,. -
.. :- .. 
the · superi~tendents' had returned -questionnaires. - These 
foll<;>w-up letters re·sul ted in three mQre re~urn~. bringing . 
a, • I 
. 
t:qe number. of respon·ses . up ~ twenty-.one or' sixty':'"'six 
per cent. '> ' ~~~---
,$" 
· . ·Si!lce returns- .from t-he follow-up · letter w_ere slow 
in arfiving, additional· que~tionnai~es with .coveri11g 
- . ~ 
- ~ T • 
-letters were . ma~~ed a week laterr Re~pons~~ from the 
I 
additional_ 9uesti~nna-~~~s ~ais_~d - t-~ercentage ,o.f retur~s 
to· riinety-four per tent; ' 
-, , 
-, 
. C?pie~ .~f the -lette~s to ' th~ superintendents are 
. ./ .u 
' includea in Appendix A. ' ' 
Table I (p. 42~ presents an analysis of returns 
0 D ~ 
. whi.oh were mailed by supe'rintemdents .. ~ · 
~ ~~ u, ~ • • • 
I 
. . 
Personal and.School~istrict ' Data 
" 
D 





More than .· distr.icts . ~re ~'"r9~~~ed· in Table I+i (.p. : _, ~3). 
. . . 
' 
. o· half of 'the superintendents . (5~ ~ 6 per cent) were' le'ss than ·. 
.. 
1 r 
~orty ·years of age; three-fifths (60 per cent) had 'mor~ 
"than . ten years of experience a;? a~ admin,istrator; mor~ 
. ' I . 
than' two-t'hi~ds. (70 per· cent) . had more than seventeen 
• :.. .~.~~ • <') • ( • 
_years of -SCh9oling; J:!10re · than' "h.alf (53.3 · per CeJ;lt) .had 
• ' n J a "). ~ 
less than eight courses in .Educational Administration 
' -~ndic-atin<.f that. t!le~ had:~either. ·a graduat.e d7gree ~!Jr 
.a graduate c:liploma in· this area. Exactly two-thirds-~~-
.. . / 
. the s':lperint_endents work in distr~cts of f,ewer than fi~e 
I ,~ 
• 
. -4 • 
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. ,, TABLE II .. . · 
t> 
·' '" ~~ 
. . PERSONAL AND SCHOOL DATA· . (FREQUENCIES BY PERCENTAGES) . . 
,o '\, 
. . . / · N=~O .. 





.< 35 35-39 .40-46 47+ 
Age. of Superintendent 
. 
"23:: 3 33.3 · . 23. 3 · . . . 20.0 




< 10 · ·10-14 . . 15-19 20+ Length , o~ · experience . as an - ' . ' " ~ . . ' 
adniinistrator (in ·years) . ' · ' . . 2~.o _. ' · 26·. 7 .40. 0 ' '· 13 .3 
.. 
- fl 
. . . 
-
- . <> 
. . 
' ! ).6 17 :J-8 ' .. . -
±:otal n~er y'ears of schpoling · .. 
. 6.7 • 23' •. 3 ~ ' I ' . ' :53 • 3 J 16~7 
... 
. -
\ . . 
' . \ . 
5 6;.'7 . 8-9 - ~0+ NuiDbe~ ·of,co~rs~(s) in Edu~ational < .-. . 
- '~· Administration . -
·. 4·3. 3 10'. 0 . . . 20.0 26.7 
, 
. ' .. 
. . 
2S00-4999· soo p.;.<:E;g gg Size of school -district < 2500 ?OOO+ 
· ('nt.imber of. ~~pils) ,· _ _ . · · ; . . . 
. _., 
23.3 43.3 ' 16.7 1&. 7 . . 
.. 
· . 0 
. . --r 
; 






















. . . 
thousand students·. 
.. · ';['ableo ~II (p. 45),. which provides additional 
".. . . ·. . info~ation ·concerning. persona~ aJ.?.d· school'.distr.ict 
- . 
· va~iables, demonstrates rather larg~ ranges among the 
., 
. superintendents and among the-·'school districts. · Tne 
. ~ . 
'd~sparity. in the sizes of 'the school districts would 
-
indicate that the role ~f ' the superintendeQt .would vary 
quite extensively fr_\· the very small to the very large 
.distrJcts. Duties perf~rmed ' by superintendents in the · / . 
·. smaller districts,. such as 'the hi:x;~hg of teache'rs and 
. A t 
44 
the pl.~mning of new schools, . . would·- generally be d~legated 
... to other profes'siortal personnel in the larger districts;. 
. ' 
each .superintendent It ~s · also worth not~ng 
, , ·> ~'\~ ,::' :..v·~-~· 





by virtue of his office is a professional adrnin~st~ator, 






. A freq~ency count: was used to determine ··whether 
.. ) . ( 
or not super~ntendents apply a common bodyDof . criteria 
whe~ evalua~ing teachers ·f .or (a) t~acher . c.ornpetence, 
and (b) administrative promotion. All thirty criteria 
'• " 
·1·' 
used in· both evaluative· situations were arrang'E!d in rank 
. ~ 
. . . 
orde r according .to ·the percentage of respondents who 
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ADDITIONAL PERSONAL AND SCHOOL 
,., 
. .. . DIS~RICT DATA . . '\ 
• • ' L~ - - N= 3 0 . . . 




' • . 
... ' .. Age of ~S~perintendent . ·' 39 - . .' . 
., 
-' ~·· . 
' . 
~eng~h: of Experience as : an 




'· Total Years '0f Sc~qoling · · .· · 18 
" . 
. ~ . . . Courses ~n Educat~bnal 6. 
Administration · 
.. . 
. "' . 
.~ 
. . , 
' ' 
·3058 
' . .. 
. ' 
I . 






• l. ~ • 
It ·. 
., 
. , .. 
·.Range ··. 
'· .. 
rL .... . . 
24 
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for the two evaluative situations enabled .co~paris9ns to 
be made of the emphasis p~aced upon an individual criterion 
in each evaluativ~ situation. Pearson's contingency 
co-efficients were also calculated 'to establish the degree 
of re+ationship ?etween the ev_aluativ·e situation· and the 
criteria of evaluation 'used.' J 
· ', When the thirty criteria were ranked according to 
·, 
' , 
_ frequency and classified according to Mitzel's catego_ries 
of pres.age,' process, and p:~;oduct, .it was possible to 
. . 
compare th~ emphasis placed upon these. categories of 
criteria. A factor analysis, ·with an · ab9olute value of 
. 30 as the lowest level of significance 1 · was . used to 
determine ~hether criteria tended to cluster in Mitzel's 
' . ,. 
c'ategories of criteria. For this purpose, the data, _ 
. -




Chi squar" tests· were U!?ed to determine whether 
. . 
·significa~t differences exi~ted in the re~ponses of super-
intendents according to specific categories of_ personal 
and district data variables;. An alpha level. or • 05 was 
. . 
used to test . the null hypothesis . ~hat no significant 
differences existed. . .. 
Criteria, not listed on the' instrument but used by 
.. ~·t. super-i--Qtendents were ranked according to frequency of· 
~~·ntion ~ a~bitary .wei~~ted score was as~igned to each 
, ·. 
(}, . 









.. ) 47 
each. A. (l'Always") . and ;thr~e · p9ints for each F ("F~equeritly~'r • 
... 
, - . 
. . ·.IV.· . Lir1I;ATI~N~ AND . DE~~MI~AT~ONS \ 
• ... ... 
. . 




; .. ' . 
This ·study ~as limited tb ~he personal and_school 
district dat~ variabie_s·--- o~tlined in tl:)e study. 
~ It was ·further .limi~e~ ~ to the basic format of the 
. . ,.. . . ' . 
.... . 
~nstrument used • 
~- '\-_ 
• · .dl 
' . Deli~i ta t'ions 
I • . 
The field from· which the data -were gathered was 
. . £. 
... _c;lelimi ted to the Newfoundland district / superintendeitts. 
-- .. · - ·c?~h~ ~tud;~·was' deli~~~~ e~a-l?ation of · - -
-~rofessio~~l personnel ~ho' perform~ the ~P~_ra~i·o~~i . 
level in each school distrfct.~- No attempt . was · made to ·_ 
:. 
' study the evaluation of scheel district administr~tive 
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. CHAPTER IV. 
•' . . . " .· 
EVALUATIVE CRITERIA COMMONLY EMPLOYED BY· 
,(' NE~OUNDLAND SCHOOL DISTRICT 
SUPERINTENDENTS 




One of the purposeslof this study was to ascertain 
whether or not-yewf~undlan·d .district ·. supe+intendents ei~'P,loy~d 
-~ common body of criteria, chosen fr~m among the thirty 
criteria contained in the instrument' when ·(a) . evaluating ' 
teachers' competence and when (b) evaluating teachers for 
prom?tion ·to an': administrative posi tibn • . 
I~ EVALUATION OF TEACHER COMPETENCE' ) ' 
Superintendents were asked to score t:he .thirty , . . . 
't ' T h E 1 ' . ' ' 0 d' . . Gr1 er1a on eac.er va uat1on Quest1onna1re n~ accor ~ng . 
. ' . / 
to the frequency with which . they used each criterion when 
evaluating teacher competenc.e .• · Each criterion was scored 
. " 
on.a-four point scale, according to whether it was always, ~ 
~ . ' . 
' . f~eq~ent~y, se~dom, o~ n~er used by the su~erin~e~dent: 
· . Those t~~rty cri~eri'a', ranked according to the 
. frequency with which superintendents indicated that they 
.., . 
always or frequently used a particular cri~erion, are 
I 
presented in Table IV (p. 49). The table indicates that jl 
. ~ 
a considerable number of criteria wer~ employed .in 
. ... . .. , 
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' -TABLE IV 
FREQUENCY-OF MENTION'OF CRITERIA EMPLOYED BY SUPERINTENDENTS IN 




Rank cr-iteria Percentage Response 
3.·5 Concern with the all-around development 
of pupils ~ 
3.5 Class control 
3.S Lesson- preparation and planning· 
I J ' "' 
3.5 ~e loyalty and· dependability. of· the teac~er 
I • 
3.5· The degree · of co-operation of the teacher 
with o~her staff members 
. 3. 5 . 
10 
10 
Quali.ties . of leadership displayed by the .. 
teacher · 
Provis£on made for ~ndividual differences 




-~ l.- ..u 
... ·-:':", 
10· .• The en~rgy, force, a~· .enthusiasm displayed · 
in the teaching · · ~ -
' '. 
10 The personality . of the teacher·. 
*A ·**F Total · 
83.3 16.7 100 
.. 
'66. 7 . .... 33.3 100 
' 
63.3 . 36.7 
.. 
100 
50.0 50.'0 . '100 
50~0 50.-0 -100 
~· 
46.7 53 •. 3 ·_ 100 
. -
. 
' 80.0 '16 .'7 96~7 -
I 
76". 7 20.0 .. '96. 7 
56.7 40.0 96 .. 7 
,c 













TABLE IV {Continued) 




















The methods of lesson preparation u~ed 
Pupil participation in lessons 
The professional activities ·:of the teacher. 
Acadernic·qualifications and knowledge of 
the curriculum 
The use of .teaching aids 
Supervision and,checking of written work 
, . 
Concern ~ith the character aevelopment of 
the pupils · · . 
. The. teacher 1 ·5 standing with the pupils 
~he - training of the pupils in self-expression 
. . -
The development ofQ.the proce_ss of indiv-idual 
inquiry in tBeYpupils · . 
/ ' ' \ 
The .pupi1s work well without supervision 
Th~ attitudes!of the pupils 'to ·the school 







- Percentage Response 
*A **F Total 
46.7 50 9ii.7 
40.0 56.7 96.7 
23.3 ,73.3 96.6 
\1 
73.3 20.0 93.3 
.. 
40.0 53.3 93 . ·3 
~ 
23.:3 "70.0 . , 93;~3 
43.3 46.7 90.0 
.. 
33.3 53.-3 -86.6. 
.; 
13.3 73.3 8"6 .6 . 
10.0 76.7 : .. 86.7 . 
. . 
' 13.3 70.0 . .8~.3 















· -~ ' 




Pupil attitudes of courtesy, industry, a~d 
self-reliance 
The degree of self-evaluation of processes ' 
employed . . ·. · · 
I 
,. ~ 
25.5 The pupils ·appreciation of moral and ethical 
~ · standards · 
\ . 





The - level of intelligence of .the teache~ . 
The ' training of the pupils - in civic 
.competence anq responsibility , 











_' Percent~ge Response 




' 16 ~ 7 . 

































I ' • 
• l 
or frequently employed by ninety per . cent of t.h;e· .super-
intendents. Twenty-four of the criter.l.a were' used ~y 
/ 
eighty per cent, and twenty-six ol the thirty cri teri~ 
' 
52 
were used by sevent:y-five per cent of the super.inte'ndents ·. 
' ' These data led the r~searcher to conclude that Newfound-
land district superi~t~ndents employ a conunon body of 
· > criteria when evaluating tepchers for teaching competence .. .-· 
' . 
·The. fol~C?w:ing six criteria were used by ·all · 
.. 
respondents . e'ith~r always or frequently when evaluating ' 
teachers·: .concern· :with the all-round developme~t of . 
.,- ~~.... " . 
pupi.ls; class control; lesson· preparation and planning.~ 
. ' 
the loyalty and dependq.bility of .the teacher;. the degree 
. ·-
of co-operati.on of the . teacher with ot:her staff members; 
and the qualities of leadership displayed by the teacher .. 
Where more than one criterion recei.ved the same · 
. . 
percentage of total responses, the criterion with the 
highest score in the~c~t-egory "~lw.a:ys ~sed" was · · plac~d 
. .; 
before criteria with a -lower !:fCOre in this category. 
Strongest support, then, · was given to the · criterion--
. . . 
concern with the all-round development of pupils. The 
effective teacher was considered ·as ·ant; who il:l concerned 
. . . 
.... 
• , • l-) wit~ the whole child, J.S J.n charge of the classroom 
" si'f:uation, prepares his lessons well, is loyal and . 
dependable·, co-operates w~th other. staff members' and 
conducts himself as a le~der: 












\ . I 
53 
ind~v£~1 differences ~nd group needs, teacher-pupil 
. ' 
relationships; the energy, force, and enthusiasm displayed 
/ 
·-
in -t:-~e--~~_actl!ng ;_ the· personality of the · teacher 1 the 
methods of lesson preparation used; pupil _participation 
. , . 
in lessons; . and the professional activities of: the 
. teacher--:-rece,ived only one ~esponse (3. 3 per cent) less· 
. '
. \ 
than the first six· criteria. Ninety per cent of the 
superintendents 1 then , cons·idered those seven teen 
• . • J . ., 
criteria to be extremely important 'in the evaluation 
of teacher CO!l}.p~tence • 
II. EVALI:JATION FQR PROMOTION TO AN 
ADMINISTRATIVl!: POSITION 
' . 
Supel'tntendents scored Teacher Evaluation 
I • 
. . 
I • Questionnaire Two in the same manner as the· criteria 
' . 
found 1 1~/~~~cher Evaluation_ Questif~nai:re Orie. The 
· cri te~ia 1 however, were 'arranged differently in the 
' , . · se_7o·~~~ qu~stion~aire. The super~ntendents :,_anked the 
cri -c'erla on· the second .jluestionnaire accordi'ng t<;>· the 
:·:/~requ~Jcy wit'h which they t,Jse them · when considering the 
teacher worthiness of being _promoted to an admini- · 






·•,· ... ·. 
. ~ 
the frequency w.:tl:h which super:i,.n tenden ts 
·in~icated t at. they always or frequently u~e them. The 
. "___.;.--
table demons rates that -.~ne , criteria were always or 
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· ( 
~· ,." 
FREQUENCY OF .MENTION OF CRITERIA EMPLOYED BY SUPERINTENDENTS 'IN 





C'riteria ·Percentage Response 
- . . 
*A **F· Tqta1 
The degree of co-operation of .the ··teacher 
with other staff members 
'"86. 7 13.3 100 
I i' 
The personality of t~e teacher I 86.7 . . 13 .'3 100 · 
~···· f'v . '
·-
Qualities of leadership displayed by the - 8"6. 7 ·13. 3 100 
·,teacher 
;· · coi'icerri 1 \'?ith the all-round development of 86.7 13.3 - 100 
~ the, pupils 
"· 
Academic qu~li.fications and knowledge of th1e 80."0 20.0 
-l- '100 curriculum 
~he . 1oya1ty : an¢i dependability of the teacher 76.7 .23 .J 100 
'(! ~ \ 
. 
-
Teacher-pupil relationships 66.7 33.3 100 
' " The professi~na1 activities of the teacher . 63.3 36.7 100 
. 
c-oncern with the character development" of ~ 43.3 56.7 ·* 100 
I • - . 
the pupils 
Provision made for individual differences 70.0 26.·7 96.7 
and group _needs 
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' , Criteria' 
Class control 
The energy, force, a~d enthusiasm displayed 
.... 'in the . teaching ~ ' · · 
Lesson preparation _and pl.ar:n_i!l<J· 
:· 'rhe methods of lesson presentation 
;f • . ' '· • 
\ .._ ; .. ' 0 ~ : • .: 
' ··.pfipi1. _·partic.ip~tion in. 'lesson_s · 
" . ·~ 
used 
" . 
The teacher 1 s parti•cipat.ion and standing in · 
the community · - .. · ~ ·· 
~.. - o . .I . , <'"' 
• 'I • r • ;. 
The teacher's standing with the pupils ~ o 
' I 
·The · a~titud~~ of .the pupils to the school 
and to autho~ity : · · · · 
... " 
\ I ~ 
Tne development· of the process·· of individual 
. · inquiry in . th~ , pupils · 
' 
press and appear~nce of the teacher · 
.---·· ., 
PQpils' attitudes of court~sy, industry, and 
self-reliance 

















·, Percentage. Responses 
*A· . ·- , **F Tota-l 
66.7 30 •. 0 - 96.7 




43 ... 3' - ~-. _50.0 . 93.3 
... 
30.0 63.~ 93-. 3 
. 
:,. 
26.7 66.7 " 93.4 
. 
5,6.? . 33.3 90.0 
53.3 36~ T 90. 0, 
40 .• 0 . . - 50.0 90.0 
I 
3~. 7 53.3 90.0 
26. 7. ·- 63.3 90.0 
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.. . . , 
. -
. - -- ----:- - ... - . - : 
· · ' _Percentage .. Response· ' criteri~-- ., - Rank . ' 
, . 
--..---
- - ~A-· .· **F . - . · Total 
~- :.'. . ... ' ' · ., 
'I'· 
-:" . ' 
' .· 
- ' -. 
20~~ 0-
· < 
The pdpl'i's ~ork ~ w~l.l .wi'tnou-~ supervi~ion . 
• I () • • ••, , •- , •• I ; • . ' • • 
_. ;. 22 
' , . • J 
. . 
' ~ ! · • .-.2·3: ·~" ,. Th~_ l!3ve~ -O:f. inte~ligenc.e :~~- the teacher ~- so-. o 
66-.1 . '1: 8~. 7 . .-
.. ·- ·- . 
' ·33.3· -:._ " ··a3.3-. --~ 
.. · ._ ·. _ ._· ·_. ~:4 :~ -~ ·: .. · .-- .. The ~.de~~~~ ~f · :~~-lf~.~~aiu~ion :o·f -_. ;~o~~s~~:s . 
· · ~ · · . ·-: · ~ · ·emp.I:oyed ·. · -·- - :~ · . . · \ . . . 
• . _· . ;, _· • • ' . .' • .. . · - . : ! .. t 
:'. ·24 ::s ._-. ,. · • · :The ; use of - teach~rig e~:id~ <_ _- ... · ... 
..  , , . . . . 
' -
.. 46.-7 
. (; - ~ 
30_.0 
30 •• o 
~ 
. ~- _: 27_~:~ ~:- .. .-·1 su_p~r~~~~on~ .-~~-;~h-~~~A-rig_ ~f· >ir~t~:n_ -~~rk_ ·.,_-
\ ,.:-_ :- • . :'-· ·
1 
-~ - ·. i7 ._ 5_. . -. . : .. ~The __ pupils 1 appre~i:atic:>~-· -~f __ ~ rn~r-~1 -_a~4 ~--,\- :- · -·.. ~ ·.· -~_0. -Q . : ·. 
:..33.3 . 
so -. o--
-'· ;46 • .7 . ": 
• ~ J -
5_6 ~ 7· 
• • : -~-~~- :. • , ~-
0 
• • • · : •• • , • • eth~C~l - Standards ·I' . _ o' •• , ':" --I" . : ·. ·.· -~, · .-.~- ." , . _ :· · 
,. . l ·:'. :·· .. :· ·-if~·:s_ : · ~ - · _ ·_, ... The t~a~~1irrg-._of the . ~.:Ljs -i~ ;civlc .· · - --_ -.. '· - . '1 .. 6 t1 : } :6·0. () -- -.. -.-
. . _ . .. · · .. - · ... · . .. . · _ · . cOJ:!lpetence · and_ respo~sibil:ity · ~ - - .. \ -·· ~ .. · . · -·- · -. · .. ' 
. .,. _· - . . "' . . . . . . . . - .- ·. - . . . - . .. . .. 
·ao .• o -
. . 
_ _.· ao.o 
. ·' 
76.-7 
":"'::o.. ·..:.· .. .- - •,. 





·;.-. :_.i.-7.~ . . -_:_ ._The .. training "qf .the pupi·l;~. it1- self-
. . ' . ( :1"3-. 3 63.3 :' : • . ·.·76. 6 . . :: .· . . 
... . ·: 
'· 
J, ; 
'. . ~ 
- · ~ 0 ~ . 
·-
' 
_ exp~essfo~- · 
· · .. -30 
.. ··Examination·· resul-t;:s 
. . 
.. 
'/ .. ,_ ' ,., 
: ~ - :.. .. . ( 
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I" . ~. 
' · . ' 
frequently ~mployed by alldNewfoundland dis~rict· super-
' ' . inte!J!.d~nts·. · TWenity..:.~ne criteri~ were a·lway·s .or : freque.ritly 
. . 
'- · :~:· e~pl~yed ·l1fi~ ninet; per ·· c~nt of the superintenden.ts, twenty.:.. 
. . . ~J¢' . . ' . . . 
fi v~ · c~i terfa by ·.e:i,ght}': .f>er cent, and ~twenty-nii1e cri ter~i·a 
· · · by seventy-five ·per c~nt of Newfoundland- district super-
. . - . .. . ' 
_intendents. ·such overwhelming evidence ·would indicate 
., • . • ' ' ' • ~ • ,; If' , ' ' . I';, ' • ' • • -
· ·., that . Newfoll!ldland dis~rict·· superint~ndents clearly einplpy 
. · ~ ' . . . . . 
a cominon, body o_f c~iteri~ when evaluat.ing .teache.:rs for 
pr~inotion t~) · ~n administrative positio~ •. _ ', 
. The following criteria were used "alway.s~' or 
I ' 
"frequently" by a _ll sup~rintendents :. the degree o~ 
. . 
4co~op~rati~n of th~ te~cher with other staff members;-
_the· personality of the.teacher; qualities of leadership 
' • . • .A. . 
displayed .by the · teacher; concern with· •th~ all-round 
. . . 
I • 
. 
development of ~he pupils; academic qualifications .and "' . 
; 
kn~wledge of th~ curriculum~ the loyaiity and ·dependa~il~ty 
of the-teacher; the ~rofessional activ,it~es of the teacher; 
te·~~her-p;p~l relatiqnships'; and cmic~rn with the ~ch~ract~r 
dev~_lopment · of tl).e pupil.s. ,. More thah; ei~hty per cent of 
the r~s.pondents said that they "always used" the criteria 
. . .. · . . . 
_. . .· .. t. . - •. 
of: · the degree .of co-operatipn of_ the teacher w.i-th: other 
s~~fi members; ,the. personality of the teacher; qualities 
./ . . "' . 7 . ' . 
of leadershiF> dj.splayed by 'the·' teacher; ·and· concern with 
I • • . 
. . · ·the~ll-rourtd developrnen.t . of . ·~h·e pu.J?ils ·• · ~he · effectiv~ 
~ . ~ ~· ' . 
. administrator, then, -was seen ·.~lfbve all . ~lse ~s sorn~~n~ 
• ' • • • • , · ' •• • • • c. • 
. WhC? is a · · le~der, , who knows_ how to CO-operate With and 
·• 
. ? ..... 
• )' 
.. 
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•. 
. - . - ' 
· . ." · · relate 't:<J . his·, subordin~tes., · a11d w~o recognizes . 'the · primary 
. . . /' . 
. gqal. of ~he s~hool" ins~~tuti6n as the all-round . deve~op-
' . . . . 
.... ~ent o.f . the ; pupils. 
'. ~. ' 
. . 
~The cr·iteria ·of: prov~?ion made, for individual 
• ~ • ., ' f ' I 
differences an~ group .. needs; 'tpe · e~n:fgy, force and . 
enthusiasm tii'sPl;.y.;~ the ti!achi g; . aild cia'ss control . 
~ere . . ~nly .one r~.~pon~e .(:3·:3 ~er . cen ) short 'of C()nS~~SUf:!. 
~ ~ . 
The three criteria· .of: . ies.sc;m ·preparation and planning; 
' \ 
the methods o:fV .. lesson · ~r~s~ntat~on used; 'an~ pupil 
pa~ticipation · in lessons· fell only two responses (6. 6 per 
cent). short of 'consensus • .. 
· . · , The nine· criteria which were rankeq the . high~st 
~ccording 't? thei}:' "always" ·()r ''frequent" u~e indicate 
. . . 
. that supet'intendents very definitely emphas'iz~. personal. 
" . . • I . . .. • - · . . . . 
c~aracteristics, .proficiency in humah relations, a~d 
. , . 
t : . t • ... 
• 
. ' ; 
\ 
. ~ 






. qualities .of an· ad~inistrator. · . 
. . It could be· inferred, si·~·ce ·. the ~riterion-::-··' · · 
;,xamina ~ion res.ul ~s--rec.eived . oniy fifty . ~;,; .  cent il) the .. ' . 
cat~gories· of ·"al;ways" ~nq \'f~equently'' u_sed, thtJj s~per: 
·in~~ndentf? consider it t? be ·largely irr~levant when .. 
. . 
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CHAPTER V ~ -
l ' ) ' 
.. . ' 
. /' I . . . . 
. COMPARISONS ~OF SUP~RINTJ;;NDENTS '~ EMPHASES PLACED 
J 
ON CRITERi~ -OF EVALUATIO~ IN EACH 
-EVALUATIVE SITUATION 




Does one· have to0 be· a good teacher in·· order to be .Q. 
- . 
a school administrator? This question has been a subject-·· 
- \ . . \ . . ' .. 
of peredilial deb~te .in ~ducati~nal circles.. There are . 
' . 
~ducators who contend tha~ an excellent teachi~g record · 
fs imp~rative for success as an administrator. Others· · 
·- · - -contend that the best teacher!?· do not make the best 
administrators. 1\roponents of. this latter pos_ftion some-
_times suggest that i-t is not even· essential for an 
_- \ --- -. . . 
administrator to have been a teacher·. 
It was one of the purposes of ·t _his study to 
ascertain the po-si t'ion of Newfo~ndland . d~strict sup~-r-
. ·' 
intendents relati;ve to the above questi~:m. Since the · 
instrument, used in ·this .. study, contained the same 
. .. . . . . . 
criteria for both : evaluative situations, it was possible 
to compare responses in each situation. I f Newfoundland 
. . 
district superintendents contend that the "best te~···-
. . -
/ 
make?th~ best ~dm~~istrato~, they~ ace approxima~ely 
.the same . emphasis upon (a) . indi~idual cri teria, and 
(b) - . t . . f.' . \t . . / . ~· ca egor~es . o - cr~ er~a • . 
' . . . . .. / " . 
: . / ./ 
.... "" , 
·59 














·'I. · EMPHASIS PLACED UPON INDIVIDUAL CRITERIA 
- . . 
. ' . 
The ·rank order of ·th~ evaluative criteraa employed 
in each evaluative situation> as well ··as the. difference's 
. . 
~ · in .ranks for each cri'terion, is' presented in Table yi 
(p • . 61)', 
. ' . 
!9 give a ~roader distribution-cif . rank ord~ring 
an arbi t~~Y weigJ:lted s~ale, . ~onsisting of f'ive ·scores foz; "' 
. ~ . . 
t - ~ . . 
each ".always" ~esponse and three scores fbr each · 
"f~~quently" respon~e, was imposed on these two categories 
of responses . 
. A very definite change in emphasis can ·be seen for 
many criteria .as . the -'evaluative ,situation 'Ch~nged. Pro-
vi~ion made for individual dif~erence$ and group needs,, · 
· "•·.· · 'i ranked second for teacher c'ompetence, wa~· ranked. eighth· 
for administrative promotion. The ·criteria--concern with 
the all-round development of the pupils, the personality 
of the teacher, the degr.ee of co-operation of the teacher 
with ot.he_r· st~~f .members, and qualities of leadersp.ip 
• ' 
displayed by ' the teacher~-which received' the ~ighest rank- -
for prom~tion to _an administrative position; ranked first, 
seventh, ninth-. and eleventh respectively for t&.cher 
competence •· 
The greatest c~ange in emp~asis from"o~e .·evaluative 
situation to the other was for the crite~ion--the teacher's . 
,. . 
participation and standing in the community--which ranked 
thirteenth for administrative promotion but only . . )•· 
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~ . v· .• ~-' 
. . 
. . ":" .. . I / I ' TABLE VI . - .. ·. 
f • • l • • ' • 
-RAN~ _ ?RDERjOF CRI~E~IA· OF EVALUATION EMPLOYED. IN .EACH EVALUATIVE SITUA~I~N -
... 
1 
• ' ' . ' I • • 
.. · . .;: 
·r 
Criteria·· 
Concern with -the al~-round 
development p.f ~he : p~~ils 
.The provision made for individual'· 
differences and group needs 
... . . . . 





· Score Rank 
140 1 
135 2 
133 ·. 3 
,· 
130 .. . 4 
Administrative : 
Promotion 
Weighted : · .. 
Score . .. . · Rank 
142 2.5 
" . 
'129 .. . a 
. . 
' 130 -7 
' 
1-27 10 
Academic qualifications and 
knowledge of 1 the curri9tilum 
. 
' 
·. 128, . . 5 .s ~ -5~ 
. ' 
. ' 
Lesson pr~p~ration· and planning 
The pers~nality of . the . tea~her 
The ener9~ force, _and enthus~as~ 
displa~ed in the teaching ·. 
.. , . ' 
• • .. • ~~r.:t The loy ali ty and dep_endabil~ t:y·· 
of. 'the ~che:r:: " 
- '( ·~· . .. ... 
' . 
' ' I 
. . 















2 ~ 5· ·. 
125 . .. ·-.11 




· in Rank 




































~ABLE VI (Co~tinued) 
- ., . 
Criteriar-<' .. 
The degre~ of_co-opera~io~ of the· 
teacher - with. other sta f ' members 
Qtlali ~ies ~t" leade'h~~ d:ispl~yed 
by -~be teacher · _ • · 




Pupil participation in essons 
. . . 
~~e use of teathing aid . . 
Concern with ·the · ch.arac er. 
d·eve1opinEmt ·of .the, i · s . . i ' 
The pro~~ssionazi . i~s of 





















12' . ' 
13 
14 














. . 90 
!lEi · .. 
Ra~ -
















-: .: •. 
The --d~ve1opment of the 1rocess 
of i~dividua1 inq~i~y i the 





I ' - • 
f.~ • 
. . 87. .· .·_25 
103 18 ' 
. 






.Difference·· • . : 
in Rank 
7 - .. f 





'6. 5 . . ; 
. "' 












7 ~ 5 ' 
~ 
0\ • 
























The -training _of the puwils,i-n · I • . . 
self-expression 
-
1" ·; " 
TABLE . VI (Cont·inued) 
.. Teacher 
, - ·competeqce 
_weighted. 
.... 
Score . Rank . 




._.::.. 1~ - : :. 
·· .. 
. . •\ 
.. 
I; 
p remotion . . . 
weighted _ 
~Score. · Rank· 
17 29 
.. 
·The ·pu;ils·• appreciati~n of moral 83 ""21 ~.5 . .. · 91·- 27. 
· 'o 
ethical . __ standards 
· .'The pupils w0rk wel-l 
supervision 
Pupil . attitudes of courtesy, 
. .'indus'try, anod self-relliance ' 
--
. .., 
Dress and~ appe~rance df the ·teacher· 
The attitud¢ qf. the pqpils ~o - the 
school ' and to authori~y . ~ . · 
'· 
The degree of. self-evaluation~f 
proc7ss employed · I . !l ~ ' . 




"' . The training of pupils _in c1vxc 
competence_and responsibility 
. -' 





"83 21.5 90'· 23.5 
80 23 85 .. 26 
~ 
79 :·t4--. 5 97 22 
l 
. 79 24 .5· · r'o5-·. · 16.~-
78 26 100 2o.s 
.-
. ' 
." 65 27 10'5 . 16. 5' 
. ., 
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....... .~ 
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The teacher's . partic~pation and 
standing ~n the -comm~ity · 
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Admiri;istrative ., a;, 
-- Pr-omotion ., 
. . ~-
·weighted 
Score.· · · . · . Rank . 
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ty-ninth -for teacher competence. The·· criterion--the 
el of i~telligence of the teache~~-which ranked twenty-
.- , ' ' . '. I I , ~· 
eventh . for teacher competence, was an ·eq,ual sixteenth 
. 
:for. admini~trative P_!om~ti.on .. 
Of .. the first four crit~ria r~ked for teacher 
I 
. competence, . only one was among the first · four for 
·' 
. . 
·administrative· promotion. Of the first ·ten ranked for 
..... 
~eacher . competence, however, eight were among the first 
ten ranked for administrative promotion, but in different 
order for each criterion. 
' I 
Pearso~!s cont~ngency coefficients were also 
< . 
calculated to ascertain -the relationship between each . -
criterion of evaluation and the evaluative situation • . The 
significance of C was teste~ by determinin~ ·the signi- _ 
' ' 
f icance of the chi square at the ~ 05 level-<1 of PfObabili ty. 
- The ~ull hypothesis of no significant _difference 
between · the emphasis placed upon each cr'iteri~:>n 'in · the . 
.. 
' . ' 
two evaluative situations was rejected for eigh~een 
criteria. Table VII (p. 66) presents t~e eig~teen . 
criteria which range frot:n a,C value of 0.830 to 0.419.- . 
- . . 
An analysis o£ the ten highest cri ter"ia ·shows 
that more supe_Finte~_dents ernp~oyed tl?-e foilowi~ criteria 
for teacher competence than fo~ administrative promotion: 
~ 
. . 
the pupi·l 's 'appreci?ltion of m_oral_ and -ethical stand~rdp; 
the training of the pupil.~ ,in seif-expression; .prov~i~h . 
, . 
•, 








. . . 
'TABLE VII · ' . 
) . . ;·: .·.r.~ U .DEGREE ·oF RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE· EVALUATIVE SITUATION AN8 ··CERTAIN 
h • • : CRITERIA OF EVALUATION [PEARSON'S CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENT· 
., . (. 05 -LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE)] . 
. . . · N=30 . . 
... . 
Frequenci·es by Percen~ages .· Chi' .D 
A · F S · · N . · Square 
' ·No •. · Cri te'ria · 
.. ·· Fre~ 
1 ..... The degree· of self-.evaluation 




The pupils' appreciation ' of 
rnor'al and ethical ' standar~~ 
( 
T~e level .of irite~ligence of 
the teacher 
4·. The· ·training of the pupils _ 
.. in sel~-expre~sion . 
· 5. The teacher's standing with 
the pupils · 
6 • . ·Provisiql} Il!cide for ind:i:vidual · 
.differences an·d group- neeps 
7. Examination r'esul.ts· · 
,,·, 
':-.:- !• 
*"1 10.0 7,0 .o 13.3 3.3 
~2 .. ·46. 7 33 .3 . 10.0 3 ·.3 
.1 23.3 53.3 20 .o . 
2 20.0 . 5_6 .• 7 16.7 3.3 
1 13~3 50.0 . 3.0 .o 6.7 
2 50 .·0 33.3 . 10.0 .· 3. 3; 
0 
1: 13.3 . 73.3 10 ~O ·' 
,2· '13. 3 63.3 · -20.0 
1 33.3 . 53.3 .· 6. 7 6.7 
2 53. 3. 36.7 10·.0 ~ 
1 80~0 16.7 3-.3 
2 70-~ 0 26.7 3 ·.3 
. 1 . '6 .• 7 46. •7 36.7 . 10.0 





. '66. 658 .. · 16 . . 0.830 
~ 
44 .• 222 . 12 0. 772·';;· 
, 




40.488 9 . 0. 758 \ ' . . 
.... . 
. . ~ . 
36 .·378 :· 6 0.740 
' . 
33 •. 28.7· 4 a ·. 72s-:- · 
, .. 
' . 
. 32-.. 402 .g 0.721 
0\ 
·. 0\ 
. . ' 














TABLE VII (Continued) 
.No. 
,f .. . 
~ Criteria ... 
Frequ~ncies b~~erce~tages 
. I ' 
0.. A F S ·N 
..  , , ~ . 
8. The energy, :j:or.ce. and enthus-i--
.asm disp~ayed in the teaching 
g; The development of the process 







56.7' 0' 40.0 . 3. 3 ' 
63.3 33,. 3 ·- 3.3 
I 
10 .. 0 76.7 10.0 3.3 





l . - ' 
Chi · D~grees · .. . 
Square of . · c~ 
I . d \Free om· 
32.257 . .4 0.720 
~ 
' 24-.235 6 - 0.670 
10. ·The use 6f teaching aids • ' 1_1 40.0 53.3 I O 3.3 • . 3.3"" . 23.028 . 9 . ·. -- 0.659 .. 
' . ......... ~ 
•\ . 
. "1--2- • 30.0 50.0 i6.7 . 3 ·.3 
·. 11. ' The pupiis wo.~:k· well wit}lout -. 1 13.3 - 70.0 1?. 7 19.468 . .. 4 0. 
51!-pervis_ion . ' 2 20.0 66_. 7. 13.3 
' ' . 
~ 
' . . 
I 1~.- The methods· of lesson 1 . 46. 7 ' 50. 0 .... 3. 3 -i . presentation ~used . : • ' 2 30.0 63.3 . 6·.-7 19 .240• _0.625 4 
':, 
;13. 
__ Pup_il attitudes of courtesy, 1 13.3 ' 66.7 20.0 18.640 ' T • 6 -0 0.619 .' 
industry and self-reliance 2 . 6.7 ' 83.3 6.7 3 .. -3' . . .. '-. 
• ·- · I : _'14. The training of the pupils 1 3.3 6_0. 0 33.3 
'in civic · competenc~ and .. 2 16~7 60.0 23.3 
6 .o ~ 597 ~ 16 .• -581 
. . .. -~. . l I ...... · .· · responsi_bility · ·- I . • ~ ...... t\, . -
·, ,_~ 
"'· 
: 15. The attitude-of the pupils 1 6 .. 7 76.7 
- to the school and to authorit"y 2 40.0 50.0 




























' . . . . Cr~ter~a ·: 
I 
. ' 
Lesson preparation and · 
. p~anning _ · 







TABLE VII . (Continued)· . 
·~ Frequencies· by percentages 
. --..... 
A ·4 F S · N 
-....... 






43 .'3 -50.0 . '3. 3 
56.7 40.0 
86.7 ' -, 13.3 
;,.; . -
3.3 -
..:• · :~- . 
i¥ ·Teacher-pupil relatiopshi.ps . ' 1 7.6.7 
. 2 . 66-.7 










10~·523 :. ( 
/ . 













·2 . 0~ 4'19 
~. ·:··. 
.. 
, . . ' . 
• '. *Teacher 'Competence 
. . 
A ~ . Always F =· Frequ~ntlY .. 














. . . . 
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. • ' 
. ~ 
.. 
f . .. 
examin~tion reS'u.l:ts; and · the use of teaching_ ~idso~ 
... 
: .convej:sely, more superintendents use9:, th~ fcfllo~ing 
. . . 
criteria for admini;~~rative p~o~otio~ than foi< teacher · 
I . . • ' • , • ~ . I_ • 
competence: the degree of self-ev~.J.Uation of pro.cesses ·· 
.. ~rnployed; the· level qf intelligence ~f ~,t~a.ch~r ~ · ~he 
~-
' • 
"' '~ · · 
l, • 
teacher's standing wiih the 
. · an'd ·epthusias.~ di~p_l:ayed in 
pupils; th~ energy, forbe . o ~· 
the teaching; a~~- the.{eveiop:.:. . .. . 
• " ' ~ " ,, ' II 
. ~ . . 
ment of the pro.cess · of individu~l inqu~ry in ~he · ~upfls. 
,. 
The·c · da:t~ reveal, then> that there w~s · a rel~f~n-




ship betwee~ the· evaluative sit.uatio'n and 
of the criteria in the instrument. 
. '· 
almo~t ~~.o · ~~'i"~·. . . 
,. 
' ,, 
II. EMPHASIS PLACED UPON ,CATEGORIES OF -,. 
; 
.. 
CRITERIA \ . 
Tables VIII (p. 70) and IX (p: 72) present. analyses 
of the emphas;is ~hich superi.ntenderit.s ·placed' upon.:each of 
• • ... • • ·: (,. I) ' 
Mitzel's categ~ries of presag~, process, and .product in 
. . ' 
ea.ch e~alua~i ve. situ~tio~. · These t 'ables., ,d-ependent · upon 
. t .. I : 
the .ca~~go;riza;i~n o~ ··~ri teria .. presen~ed i n Appendix, -~ ,- ~ 
~re derived from: T~b.le .~J. _ (~·- 61). The dotte~ line in 
eacJ table ·divides th~ ranked criteria in~o halves. 
. . 
The tables are thus. ·designe'd so as to easily display th:e 
. . 





~ r ' . 
Table V~II ·~resen~he - ~nal,¥sis · oi 't~e evalua tiye 
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to Mitze~ 's· .categories. 
.· 
~· 
r . • 
Of ··the f~fteen hlg.he'st ~anked 
' . 
,• 
criteria, eight .. wer'e process criteria,. five. pnesage 
\.. J ' • 
criteria, and . two product criterfa. An · observation of 
• t..t. • ~ 
the ten lowest~' ranketl criteria shows that seven are 
' \ 
71 
· Fl · 
l! I ' \ 
product cr~teria,~three ~res~ge criteri~! ~nd o~e~ p~o~ess 
criterion. 
• .. An~lysis of. Table VIII (p. 70)', :then,· clearly 
.... 
~how's ~h~t:- superintendents · ~lac~d)t,h~ most' .emp.has.is on 
'() . ' . 
proce~s .. criteria . and ' the. _ieast· emphasis on ' product 
. . 
. . . . 
, ; ... . . 
·~ crfteria when ~valuating teacher ' compete_n<;::·e. This· 
findi~g is \ ~gree~ent with .th·a~ ~·~- M;~re {1966, p. 32) 
. . . 
and ·Thomas ·(1969 1 p. 71) ,1 who respectiv.ely found· that 
both .l.ns~·~ctor.s .·and principals in Vict'ori~ 1 Austral.~~, 
• • , ' I ., 
cons.idered- p~ocess crit~rfa to be mo~t important . .and 
product criter~a leas:t irnport~nt. ·in the same situation. 
' I :a ~ " . 
Rogers (19'7.6 I . P.· 67). also report-s the same f inding 
( 
regarding prin~ipals . in ·Albert~. .. 
~ • J. . . __ .T~bJ-e I~ .. ~P· ~2) ~~~1~ ~hat o~ the fift~e'n · h~est ranked cr~te+~a f0r a~~n~strat~ve · promot~on, • 
. ., 
eight ' 'were ~e~age. crite~ia, :five process crit~ria, ... ~'I'lc/ 
two · pro~~~t criteti~. :The fiv~ · lowest r~nked crit eria 
' CJ I 
0 
• \. u • 
0 
1 
for . admin~strative ' promotion were ail · product criteria.d . 
' . ·. ' ~~· 
• ' ,.. I I  .. 
The data indicate that ·Newfoundland district 
. .. \ . . . . . 
. : s~p~ririt~nde~tJ em~hasize pi:~~age cri·t~ria -~~d ~~ai.n ~.-
'·' . ' . \ ' . . . ' 
.'· 'de-emph:asize·product criterl.a when _·evaiuating· teach:ers 
.. . ... . 
· ~or p~omo~i;n 'to an ~drnin.istr~tiv.e position: This . finding 
J , · · r }. · ' . _ l · , · 
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TABLE I·X ~ -
. '
• 
ORDER OF- . CRITERtA: OF EVALUATIQN EMPLo'YED .:J:'OR -~M+NI_STRATIVE 
PROMOTION GROUPED ACCORDING TO MITZEL 1 S CATEGORIES . -.-
• • .. • • 1 • ,. 
.. 
,., ---~~~.~- .. . ~---~ 
_, 




______ .;_·-- ---·-~ ___ .:_ ___ ~·.:.:._~L-.::. _____________ ~---__,_.:_~ __ .:_ ____ ...r.. ) , 
• ' . . . '\. . I 




' . I •· 
2.s·; 2.s,. :-2.5~ 5, 6, 9;· 13, . 1-4·, _ l ·16.-5,-- 22 ... 
~ I 





. 1 . . ' 
. • . 
-l 
· .1,5 , • 1· r9 , 7,- _20;~ 5, 1, .2o. s_, __ 
. I 
. I 








. . . I 




·16 • .5, 18, )'-_ . . · 23·. 5, 
Clo 
I ' 
·-- .. ./ 
- . ·' 
: 26' _'27_, 
{ 












'23.5,. ·· : .25. 

















·· . . 
.. 
.·. 
is.· also in agreement with -:the findings of Moore, Thomas ( .,~·( - !'·/,.~ . • 
· <t . )\';~ 
.· ,"' ,, ;) . 
• ,.; ,'V-
and ·Roger. s • 
(/ 
I:t · may be concluded from the data ·that pr,ocess. 
.. . 
. . 
criteria _were emphasized when evaluating teachers for 
'teacher competence, put .that presage criteria \>/ere 
. . 
.. ·. considered_· to be . the : ·ffiost ' im~ortant wn_en ev~luat~ng 
... 
, . 
teachers for admipistrative promotiC?n• _ Product· 
.. " 






III. RESULTS OF FACTOR ANALYSIS 
_.,. 
The ' instrument used in thi_s study ~on~ain\d thirty 
r criteria which qCcording to Moore·, . the developer of the 
• Q • • 
•t .. 
. instrument, w~re evenly qistributed among M~tzel'~ 
~ . .. 
.... ·. 
0 • 
·. categori~s of presage, pr~cess ·, and product.. Both 
o < 0 ~ • I 
. i . . : , . . 
Thomas (1969, Appendix C) and Rogers (1970, Appendix Ce~. 
. .· . 
val-idated . Moore's assumption tha·t 'tl;lere ·was "indeet;l·a 
.• 
clustering of criteria :i:nto the categories of.. presage, 
' ' process, and product. · 
_. 
. . 
' The ' results of the fac.tqr analys-ts of criteria 
- ~~ - ; ; ' . . ~ . 
for each evaluative s ·ituation in ~hi~ ."study 41ppear 'in · 
, ., . 
Tab~es XV . (p;ll1) and XVI -(p·.l20) , Appehd;i.x C. The 
•' 
.. ' ' 
critic_al value of .30 was· sel-ected as the _ l~wer leve) 
of sd,_a-nificance·. It~ms, then I with eitnl-' a positiv'e. 
1 .,. 
' . . .. . 




factor of; . less than -. 30 _were considered to be loading 
• I ~ ' 








. ' • I 
. ', 
: . 














the dat~· ·_iqdicat~s. that_ thre.e 
- ;- ·~-=-=; .... =~ 
.. • 
'r ' . ~ t) 
of criteria 
.. 
could be distinguished. 
: ... 
The cluste~ing in -the ': fir~t.,_ 
'74 
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RELA.TIONSHIPS BETWEEN EVALU~IVE CRI~ERIA AND 
CHARACTERISTICS OF.RESPONDENTS AND 
. . 
. '!VIEIR· SCH_OOL DISTRICTS ' 
' ' 
. This study s6ught, as' one· ·of its J?Urposes; to 
. . : .. ·. -~. . ~ 
~etermirie whether or not the~e we'te a:ny, ... si.gnificant 
' ~ • • ,,. , .. 1•1 .. 1- l"' l • i "' l"' '"'' .. i'" ' "' ' "'' "' • .. I 
~~~a tio~~h ip s_.:.betwi~n·: .. t'i;~· - ·;~·~ al ua t i ve cr i ~er ia emp loy~d 
' • ' , .. . .. . .. •"' '"' ' · ,. • I "- ' ' • t • • ' • I 
by · s~pefi~tendents ahd. the five. personal .and school 
' . 
r .. • .. 
.. -~.: ....... ~ .. - - ·.-~:d:i~·trict va~iables. ' 







.These variables· cons'isted of: the . ag~ of .. the 
"' . 
supeJ;"intendent; · the l~ngt)1 . of'~ h-is ~xper;~enc~ as an 
\ . 'aqministrator; his total numbe~ of years .of schooling; 
the m:unber .. ~f cotirses obtain~d by the superi'n~endent in· · 
-
I ' '{} • ,I ., 
educatiqnal administration; the .size of his .school 
- . 
· di;;trict· in terms - ~f. actual · s-tudent ~n-ro.llmen.t. . 
. . .. . . .. . . . 
. ~ 
Because· of the. small_" size· of the' sample, ·each . 
. . 
of the variables 0 .. was . divided in~o two cate'gories •· . Chi ·· '~;' , . ' . . · ·- ·· 
the · ,05 level of significance, were .. square test? ·, at 
' . 
performed to determine ·whethe-r or not signific~nt , 
... 
· difference's existed ·petwee'n . each of 'the pai:I="~cl ·_gr?ups · 
" 
. in each variable f or. t-he t hirty . criteria ·in ·e-ach 
' ~~a~.~~ti~~ ~s~tuath~n·. The n~ll hypo~~e~is s~tated that · _ _:·: 
. '. 
• -. 17 • • 
·no significant dif :e~re~ce_ ex.i$t ed _  b~-tween the .- evaluat~ ve 
,. f • • • • 
cri t eri.a ~~ployed .i'n · e~ch _ . ~l~u~·~ion and tlie two : .. 
,, ·~. 
.·· ·: . . . ~ . 
' .. 
. ., . 
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distributions ·Of . each vari.able .• 
.. 




-in responses x:nay be fourid 
' ' ' 
showed a " sign~ricant difference 
iJ;l Appendix D. 
Age of . Su~erintendents 
"Table · X (p.,. i1} sh~w.s 't .hat for the· ag~ groups . · . 
_, . 
selected, under· f6rt.y years' o'f age and forty year·s of age 
; . ·. '\ 
and over, chi square t~~sts disclosed significant diff~rences 
'in r.espo~ses to <?nly . two of'.'the cri.teria of evaluation, 
. . " . : . . "' 
and in both case~ · when. ev~luating. t~achers for teacher 
- .. 
competence. - Thu.s·,· · the null hypothesis that ·~o significant 
di;t:ferences existed wa·~ re]ecte~ i 'n only two •'Qf the 'sixty . 
' 
cases. 
The ·observed frequencies sho~ that· N~~fo.undlan.d· .. . 
. . ' ~ 
district .superintendents.who are under forty .. year~ of age 
.,. • • • # • .. • .... 
place more
1 
emphasi~ on the qriterion of ~upi~ ~ttit~?e~ 
. "; . . ~ ~ ~ . ~ . . 
of courtesy,_ industry and· .self-reliance than those who · 
• 2are ·over f.orty.. All of trre .superintenden~s 'i'n the under · 
· " : f~~tyl ,group· responded. to,·this criterion in ·,eit}1~r the ·. 
.. . 
· : 
~'always" or "frequently" ca~egory, whereas· ·a:j..mos t ha.lf 
• 
.· t • 
. <46'. 2 per cen.t) of .. the older·· ~~per;i.ntendents sa id ~hat"ll 
~ . ":f" . i' . . , they · ':se~~om" . use · it. whei:r ev~luating teache? competence. 
J I . 
· For the cr iterion of the -personality of the 
r • • 
t~ac~er, the observe d freque:l'cie s show that the oldeJ:" 
~~~Rerintendents pla /e more ~mp~~~~s -upon t h is· criter~on 
- . < I 
• 
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~ . .\. _; · .~ -- . . . ,_ TABLE X . . - ' . . . I . 
\ . . . . . 
· SIGN~FICANT 
' . _.} 
DIFFE~NCES IN- RESPeNSES To CRIT~RI~ oF EVALUATION OF ·REsPONDENTs ·· 
IN _; DIF:E~NT ~GE (\~OUP~ :( ~ ~s .. L~fL OF_ ~I~NIF~~CE) · . .. : _., · . _ · . -.: 
410 years, .n=17) · - . ·. '. (4_0 years·'and: over, .n=l3) ._· (I.ess than 







. --Pupil attitudes of courtesy, industry 
and self-.reli·ance' - · 
I -
... 
- b 0 • • •• 
The personali~ of the -teacher 
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tha~ the younger superinte~dents .when evaluating teacher ·. 




· indicated that they ''always" use this criterion, the 
l younge~ suP.eri~t~ndents· indicated that they use•. it · 
".frequently" rather ·than "always."·:-
·' . . 
\ 
Length of Experience as an . Administrator 
O~e signiNciilnt chi squ~re ~":llu~ ~as · obta·~ned ·.-
for tl).e vari'able of length of:. experie~ce as. an admini-
strator. All 'superiptendents 'wi~h ten or more years 
I ' ' • lp 
·experience responded ei_ ther-" II always II or· It frequently" tO 
tP,e c_ri_~erion of su'per""ision and ~heckfng of written 
work ·when evaiuat.ing teachers foli -teacher competence. 
The less experienced superintendents displayed -more 
.• ~ . ; ... 
agreement i~ the . cate.gor.y of "always" than the more . 
. . . . 
· _~xpe{! i~nced .~uper i~tend~nts ~ho ~verw~e.lrning~y ~ i~dic~ t~d 
. ·. ~ t,t{ey "frequentlY," employ this crite:t: ion (see Table . 
XI,-p. -·79). _ 
. ' 
' . 
In all other c:q.s-es-,· ·the · nu'll hypothe'Sis th-at 
no significant . difference ~existed between . the l .ength. of 
" , 
th~ superint~nd~nts; 'experience :aTJJ! how they resp'onded 
' ·to each cri terion•. was ~ uph~id: 
• ~ I o 
, . 
• l 
. ' Total Number· Years of Schooling ·· 
··Table XII -·.(p. 80) reve.~ls that for the selecte¢1 
•') , . ~ 
·. 
- .. " . . . \ 
·categories bf less than eighteen years, and eJ.ghteen 
. . ·. 
- c y~ars . ~ over · ~or total' number ye~r~ of . school~·ng, · chi .·. 
. .. 
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-. SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN RESPONSES 'TO CRITERIA OF EVALUATION OF RESPONDENTS 
~ ·ACCORDING _TO THEIR LENGTH OF EXPER!ENCE' . AS ADMINIST.RATORS 
(.,OS LEVEL OF Sic;;NIFICANCE) . , 
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· · ,*No signif~cant differe'nce 
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siGNIFICANT DIF~E~NCEs IN RESPONSES .To CRITERIA ·OF -EVALUATION oF-RESPONDENTS' 
"' 
·ACCORDING TO .THEIR . TOTAL NUMBER OF,YEARS OF SCHOOLING 
-<-....: 





. e · 
' {Less . than l8 yearsi n=9) 
e ._ . -








~ , ·competence .. ; , · Pr~~otion. 
· cr·i teria· :. Chi . Degrees . '- Chi Degrees · . 
· · · · ·" square.., · of .... . ~ square . ~ of - ~ 
I" 
. :· •- ~ . Freedom. . . \ Freedom 
~ . 
. .. 
. The profession,al acti-vi-ties of the 
'teacl:ier · · · · · .-. · 
r 
The pupils work . . well . with.ou.~ 
supervision 
. The - ~egree of co-operation of the 
teacner with · oth~r staf~ members 
tf 
. \ 
"*No· significant difference · 
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81 
squa:tre tests di~close_d .significant differences .in r 'espon::;es 
to th:J:ee crite;,;~a ~f evaluation ·foJ:; t~·aaher: .cornpe~ence·. A · 
relationship WaS establ;i!.shedl 'then I between these Criteria 
• • I • 
. . . t 
employed by superintendents and their total : ntimber years 
. -
of schooling . . The null hypothesis was supporte,d. fo;r all: 
. other criteria·. 
' . 
• . An examina.tion of the o}?served freqllencie·s for the, 
twq_ catego~ies 6f years ~f ~chooling shqws 'that super; 
' • ' ' • ' o I ', • ' t. 
intendents with eighteen ·years ·of - schooling or more .were 
. ~ ~ ' ,. . . ~ . . . , . ' . 
. .-.----- . , 
i .n stro_nger agreement ~pan the . ~ri ~~ria o·f~sionai 
. . ~ 
' • I 
a'ctivities at the teacheJ; 1 and the pup;il.s wo:tk well "{ith,out 
supervision, than superintendents with less than eighteen 
. . . ' ~ ··' ,. . . 
" ~. .· . r ~ . . 
years a.f schooling. For the criterion of the ·degree. of 
co-operation of the ·teacher with other staff I"Qembers 1 the · 
• . I ' 
more educated superintendents ·indicated 'that a larg~r 
\~rcent~_ge . ~f ~~ern "always" use this c;iterion thail;' the· 
. . , . , • , r · , . • . . ~~ 
lesseiC· educated superintendents. .,Conversely, . ~or the other 
• 3 • ' ) 
, . 
I . ; , • • 
two criteria, the lesser educated superintendents displayeq' 
. , I . ' 
' . . ~ . -... 
. ; Stronger agreement . in , the II a .l\jays II Category than, the ffiQre 
. - . . .. - . . I .. I • - . • • •. c:-. 
~·educated superintendents. -~ When · the categories of "alway~" 
i • " , .. 
and "frequently" are co~side'red 'conjointly,· it. is .. evident . . 
' • , ol , . , 
that the· · :r:po~e educated 'sl&perineendents consider those . 
three. cr,.i, teria . to b~ more i~poftarit in the evaluation· o~ 
• I ~ 
teacher comp6t.ence than the. less educated' superintendent~. 
. / ·.' o. 
: -· 
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82 
Number of Courses in Educational ·Administration ·. ; ,\ 
' . 
· · . . \Table XI"II ,{p. 83} shows·. that.· chi square tests 
~ev,' aled _~ ~~~nific~~t diffe~ences ~n ~esp~nse~ foi t·~o 
: . 
riteria of eval-uation for teacher competence, . ana tw:o-. 
criteria . for, adrninistrg.tive ·promotion. A. r .elationship 
•• ,;. • 1 ' • .' 
was thus e~tablished. between. these criteria of evaluation 
and. the number ' o"t' courses superin~_end~_nts had .. :taken .in 
• • h 
educational adininl.stration. · The ·null hypoth.esis was 
. . . 
' 
supported f~a~l other criter~a. 
Su~erintendents ~ith ~eight ~ or more courses in 
educational.administr~tibri consider~d 
· .. \ . ' ~ . -
pupil ~t~itude~ · of courte~y, .indu§try 
the· criteria of 
and self~reliance, 
' . 
and concern with 'the character ' development of tne pupils 
• • • • t. 
. . ' 
. \) . 
to be more 1mportant· for .the eyaluat1on of 
. . . 
~ 
teacher . · 
competenc'e · than superintendei?-ts with less than eight' 
. · courses in educational administration. 
: _When ~valuating.,_ te~chers· fo:r:. administrative-
. .. . ' 
r~ 
• I • 
.. 
.. 
· · · ·, .'promotion, superintendents with· less than eight · c,9urse.s 
• 4 ;; ' • , .. ' • • • 
·- in educ~tional administration .considered, tlhe:. ~riteria 
. . ( 
of pupii particip~tio? in. less.ons, •an'd lesson preparatio~ . 
.. 
and p -lanning t9 be mo~e...c--irriportant than did superin1=:endents -'i • 
" . ' . "' 
who hi:!ld completed eight. or more courses in educatj..onal 




Size of· the· Schooi District · 
..... . 
.. . ' 
. T~ble ~IV . Cp. 8~) .sh6ws tha~, fdr - ~chocii di~t~ic~s-.of 
• I 
, 
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TABLE XIII ~ .1''-' c . ~ 
\ .. . ~ . . 
S·IGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN RESPONSES. TO CRITERIA OF EVALUATION OF RESPONDENTS 
ACCORDING TO. THEIR NUMBER ·op COURSES IN EDUCATIONAL .ADMINISTRATION 
. ( ~-os. :{..EVEL OF SIGNI.FICANCE') 
<iess than a ·· co.urse·s, n=l7) . .:: "". ts courses or more" n;:l3)· 



























. - -- .- . Ch~ Degrees 
• . !•' . ··~ sqda're .. 'of . 
· · ~ _ · ~ . · ' Free~om 
c ~· ,,. ""- · 




. ' . 
\ 
-·; . <' • 
"'-
and. self-reliance - -·· · . · . .· -~ _ 
. Pupil~ attituq~s ".of ~ou'rt.esy, ~ndustry': · ·· 6. 584 2 \) . 
• , tf!lll'lt. I • o ' • • 
' - -- .. . . ' . . - ,:.. - - '·) -- . . i .. . . . 
Coricern With'. the Ch9-racter .·developmen't 




. ... . 
, I 
..... ,' Pupil partic_ipation in _lessons 
: 
- -4 • ~ 
Lesson, prepar~tion . and plapning 
. . . . 
'" . . \. 
' .. 
,_ 






, : • 
" 
<i. --. * 
... . 
~ ' , 
•'-:; 
··'-
\ · · .":-} -. 
" ~No.· significant differeri~e 
. ., . 
, . .: 
"' • •. 0 
- ·· ~ .. -.P.·· .. 
. p ' . . 
----...- )'. " .~ • I 
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. TABLE XIV - ' .· 
l . " •. . . . -
SI~N-IFICANT DIFFERENCES IN RES.PONSES TO CRITERIA 0~ ·EVALUATION . OF RESPO~DENTS : · · 
' 
· ACCORDING TO THE SIZE OF ' THE SCHOOL DISTRICT· -
·. . (. ~ LEVE;~ . OF SIGNIFICANCE) . !__ 
~ . . . , ·"' 











Chi ' Degrees· . 
Square .. · ·;.;. of 
Fre-edom · 
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. . · .;.rhe_. 'ie~l of··inte:q .. igence of the 
r-·. . ·- teacher {. . \ 
·g. 300 
. ., 









' I , ; ••• •· 
, ·• 
*No si~ifican~ diffe~ence 
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• • • ·• I . .. I 
than- S, OQQ. Students' ~~d 5 1 000 . or more stu.c;lel').ts, chi · · less 
square tests established o~ly on:e significant ·difference 
I' 
. . . 
_ in responses to cri t.eri~ o.f teacher evaluation. . A 
relationship' was es_t~bl$shed J:?etweeri th~ cri t~~ion of· the · 
. . . 
· • . ,level., o,f inte.lligen'?e ot the teacher~ and the size of the~ 
" . 
school dist~icts. when -evaluating teachers for teacher -
. ' ., ... "\. 
cqmpetence. In all; other- c~s~s,· ~he . null ' hypothe§>es we~ 
supported. 
f T·he observed frequenci~s ·shoV thatll .super.intQn~~nts. 
whose school districts have large student enrollmen~s were 
' I 
in stronger agreement abou~ the importance:of the ~each~~'s· 
" I ~ • 
" level of .int~lligence as a factor in evaluating for teacher 
competenc~ "than ·superintendents whose school. 'districts 
~.. 
have smaller stu~ent enrollm~nts. .. 
' ·. ·Summary 0 
. ' . 
< At ~east one significant . rel~ionship was found 
. 
between. resp.onses to certain criteria arid the five 
r' . 
. " personal and school district ·variables • . In most cases, ·· 
· however,_ ·the null hypothes.es of ~o. significant difference I 
were uplleld. The· superintendents' responses to the 
. ' . 
.. ' evaliuative criteria were affected irio a very limited .manner . 
by the fi~e variables •. 
· Of the eleven significant differences in respon-ses, 
• > 
to the evaluative c;::riteria, all·. but two occurred when 
. . '" 



















presage criteri~, criteria· arid-
' 
process 
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. ·. The primary :intention 09-this \;tudy was ,to ~xamine ., ~" ' . 
'th~ cr_:Lteria_' ~~ evaluation e~:Pfy~d by New~o~~.cil~nd . . . . 
district super in tend~11-ts when . evaluating. teacher competence' · · 
. . I . . . . . . ' . ' . 
and· .when evalu.ating teacher~ for proi!lo~ion to an aClm.inir-,. 
: . The new . teacher· certification. regulations, which 
came · intr(efie~t" Juiy .1, ~1-~72 ,'.placed ·~ the ~~W~O~t:ldland· · . 
district ·~uperintend~~ts in . a k~y posi~ion r~lative to 
teachet·certificat1on. 
c. . • -
·Before ,_t~se regulations became 1 . 
. ' 
' . . 
law, ·permanent teaching qertificates were • grante<;I teach~rs 
' ' 
·.s'olely 'all the~r ability ~0 be successful. at u~ive:r;~ity. 
. . . . . · -
. . . 
The new t~a~her certification 'regulations, however, . require 





.. . ,• 
year. inter11ship · b'~fore ._he is eligible for· pe";inanent 
,.• . 
certification. In ord~r for~ a candid~te . to receive his 
. . . 
permanent teaching.. certificate from -the·. Department . .of 
_Ed~datim1, he .~ust. be .... ~~end~d: for . s~~e~· by his 
I· . I • 
superintendent. At the present time_, ~ewfbundland 
• - • >I 
;;. • 
. .. 
t J ' • # • • 
district superinte~dents do . no~ have . any set -procedures 
' . . 
. \ , 
· for .tb,e exe.cut;:.io11. 'of tbis ·re~ponsibi.lity, -j:mt they are ~ 
• '87 . ') ' .· . 
1 . 
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{ .. . ·. 
' ' . 
. ·-a a .. 
. ' ' 
. , 
making efforts to establish s4ch procedures~(se~. Brother 
Brennan'~ lette·~, ApB,endix ·A) ;· 
'nhe review of ·t:he literatu:ej ,which pres_ented the· 
.• opihions and research fin4ings, 0~ many leadi~g eQ.ucato~s ·,,. -
did riot ·disbiose any. uni.ve~sal endbrsement. of ·ficceptable . . ·· 
. . .. ~ • ~ . , . ., I . • • 
.proceiiu'res for the ·evaluation _of teach~r competence. ~ It. · 
' \ . . ' .. 
<did 1 . . hpWeVer 1 emphas'ize tb,e 'COrnpleXi ty Of . the prOQlern; and 
' ' • • ' ' Q • • 
stressed the need for educators to continue ~eeking ' an 
' · ' 
4 ' acceptable solution to it • 
.~ .  
(] 
. Ne~foy_n.dl_a~d distd .. ct _.superintenafe~~s · ei the~ .hire 
and evaluate teachers with~n their di~tricts, or~esigna~e 
,- . 
other profe·ssional personnel, such .. as supe.l:visors or 
. . .. ' 
I . 
' 
principals, to pe'rforrn thes~ duties. Even where .. the hf~ing 
" 
and ~valuating of .tea~hers 'is doAe -by other profe~~ional · 
.. 
personnel, the ul t\mate responsibli ty for.', these· duties ~ 
~ 
rests. w~th the s~perinte~dent. 'Likewise, . i~ - is the 
.responsibility .. of the superintendent', ev~rr though· he may. 
• • ' • ll .,~ 
, , . . I - . ' ' 
hav'e a st~ff:ing committee, to determine :wh-at teachers · 
& • 
. are promoted to administrative posi~ions within his ,,. 
' ' . 
school district. - ~ 
\ ' Obvio~sly, ~ whe~e teach~rs are being ·hired and 
~ 
promoted to administrative positions within _school 
districts~· ~her~ is · ~-ne~q to h.ave some clearly-defined 
' . ' 
' . 
crit eria to determine the suitability. of . teachers for 
f ~ • - I 
. ~· , , •/ • . I 
the se positions. It was ·the purpose of th~s study to 
examine the cri terfa ~mployed by Ne wfoundland -dist rict . 
, ' . 
. . 
I ' 
/ ' J • 
•· 
, . . 
' 
·' 
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.sliperintendemts' when evaluating· teachers. Mbre SP,ecif_ica,lly, 
') . : _:_);~, s~.;dy •a:tt~ntpted .to isC:late ";. fO~n body. ~£ crii:eri:a 
: • . . ~ 0 ~ l.oo .. • ' 
for both the ~valuatiod of .teacher_competence .and for pro~ 
. . 
moti~n :~ot' teacl)'ers t:o administr~tive ,POSi ~ions; . to compare 
. ' 
the emphasis placed ·upon each ·criterion,"as th'e evaluative ·· 
• • • • • • • - , • ,. • ' 0 • .... • • 
sit'uatim1 changed; to detect any particular .. ernph~sis placed 
" .· ( 
· I . . · - : ~ . · · 7 . . , • 




. criteria in e~c.h evalga-t::ive ,situ·ation;' to determine whethe.r- , 
• 4 , . -.· . 
.. 
. ·or not there was a relationshiJ:> between the e:valuative1 
"' . ·. . . ( . 
cl!H:e.ria· employe4 by: .the · superiRtende.nts .in .. each ~val~ative 
~ . . 
· situation and certain variables such as age, education·, and . 
\' 
the ' siz~ ·of · h:ls sch-ool dis~rict; ~nd .. to seek any eva~ua-t:ive 
. ' · ' • • ... , 't · .. • 
criteria. employed. by superintendents· in. ad¢iitiori to . those 
.• 
-· (I • t- . • 
outlined ·on the ·instrument'. 
' . 
· T·he inst~ume"nt used in.· tl;lfs· study_ co~sis~'ed of two' 
. . 
.. -
... ' sect'l.ens: 
' . 
a personal -ahd school district questioenaire~ . 
-. II 
·.· arid · two teadher evaluation questionnaires·. The ques.tiop- · 
~ .. · ~~ , . . . . 
naires in the' latter section contained th~ ·same thirty . ' 
._ I 
• 0 
criteria fo~ both evaluative situations, and were evenly 
. . \ . . 
. ·' 
0 • • . 
qistributed into Mitzel's three catego~ies of presage, ·. 
' . . 
• • ' . J• 
' .. process, and product. Space .was pr'ov:i,.ded on the .. 
. . ' 
• • • • • :.> • • • J. 
instrument to enable. superint'endents. to .m'ak~ · any. comments 
- . ·. . . . ' · . '\ . ' ' . 
·. 'lth'ey wishe~ ."on the instrument, the ··e.~aluati~n of 
' . 
,Q- . 
:' ~ 0 
{f • 
t . teacQers, or. the study itself, as' well as to list any · · 
' 










" } ' 
.• 










.·. Of the thirty.:.two. ·dist~ict ~uper·i~tendents ··.to whom 
. :t~e. instrument was mailed, thi,rty respond~d. ' 
The statis~ical prqcedures employed in the analyse_s . 
:of tpe data included: · frequency -counts ~ci - place crit~ria · 
in rank order fo~_ bp~h evaluative s~t~ations tb a~certai~ 
- whether or npt a common. body of criteria was used ·in 
~ ' 
' 
evaluating teachers for teacher competence and admini- · 
·' . I' ~ .. 
• 
- ,' 
strative pr~motion; t~'e ranking of all ~hirty . criteria ~ . . ~ -
• 
for 'both evaluative situations, according to weighted· . . ,. r · . 
. . . l • 
frequenpies, to. enable comparisons to be made be~~~en~ 
. . . . . . 
.: . . ' ~ . : Pe~rs.on ,' s contingency ·coe~~ic:=ients to ascerta.in w~e:ther 
. : 
l> • 
. or · not the .~mphasis placed upon. · particular criteria changed 
'. 
• • • .. • • tl • , • 
. as' . the evaluative .. si tu~.tion ch~riged ~ th~. rank ord~:Jiing, of' : 
. . 
· criteria .acco:rding to the categories pf presage, ,process, 
.. and product to asc~rtain the emphasis· pla.ced upon . these . 
' ' ' , , . • I . 
·. -_ c.ategories- in each · evaluative ~i tuation i o a ·f~ctor · .analys.is 




"'' :-- . 
to . see.-if'" crite"ria tended to cluster into .Mitzel !·s .,. 
, _ ' - ., ' • l- .,; 1 ' -:; 
c~tegorie s 0~. pr~sage; proces~, a~d p~oduct; . ch~ squ~re , // 
·t~sts ~o ~~c.e~tain. whet~er_ or ·not significant differences : I 
• • • 0 • • \ " J. 
existed in "the• resporls.es of superi~~nde_nts . accor4ing to ,. 
' '. 
selected. cate~ories of th~ . fiv~ .· personal and' school 
district variables; and the ranking ac~ording to we~ghteft 
sc~res' ~f addi tio!lal. . cri t~ria employed by superintendent~ 
• • • f • • 
. . . 
b~t- not l;~sted qn the, instrumen~. · ·\ 
. . . ' . \...... 
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· ..... 1:1 ' , 
·!il employed a common body: of criteria when evaluat.ing :teachers 
. , . 
for teacher competence~ an4 . that · they ~lso· employed a common 
. . \ . . . 
·body o.f -criteria when. ev~luatin~ J:eacp.~rs for · admi~i~i;r~tive 
.. 
promo'tion. Ttl"e emphasis placed upOJ1' most of tne . criteria 
• 
~ . : chaz:iged as 'the evaluative sit_uation changed. Pr-ocess 
• 
' ·.. ) cr~teria were .employed when evaluatin9.' teacher comp~tence ;· . 
• (. ' , o. • # ' I ~ 
and pr~sage .crlteria ~hen eval~ating' teach~rs for ' pro-
- ~ . . . . . 
. ) . ' , 
mqtion to an adrninis~rative position. A relationship was 
estabJ!ished bet~een certal~ C;J:iteria Of evaluation employed .'. 
. . . . . "'- . . .. 
by super in tenden ts and thei.r pe'rs~n·al ~nd school district . 
J f ' I \ ' • 
va~ii:tbl,es .• ' _In the great majority of cas.es, howev.er:, the. 
nuil hypothesis of no· • significant' differen~e ·was upheld. · 
. . 
'--"Just over·,.one ,quarter (26 -2/3 per cent) of t}?.e super-
·' . . ... . . ·. 
intendents listed criteria o£ evaluation in addition to · 
' , 
those included on the . instrU;ment .' 
Il.· ·: CONCLUSIONS ANb IMPLICATIONS 
I , ' 
_conclusions and implicatiovs may, be. stated: 
c . • I; 
·. 
•, 
1. · -Since it was found that N.ewfoundland district·. 
. . ' 
.. 
. J 
. ·. · superi~tendents :employ a common body of criteria 
' • • 0 
· · for the evaluation -of -t;ea.cher competence, a guide 
cons_±~ti.a,g main·l; . o~. the~e . cr,i~eri~,~be ··. 
I ' o 
r devis~d for the ~v~l1:1ation ·of ,teachers· in this' 
. ' 
province. · Suob __ a guide -would . ~~ of utmo~7 ~ ~ 
importari~e t~ teache.rs (esp~c'ial~y beginniJg · 
() . 
,. 
·\ . . ·. -r-
,'\ ' . 
. , 
' / •. 
. ,. 
' < 
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... 
. ~ . 
• t~ac:LXsince th;ey ·would h.ave ·.a clear under-
. . . 
standfng of 'what is_ expected -of t~-e~. ~~ ~ea9hers . 
It would also be valuable· .to the Department of 
Ed~c.atioti . .'who . would' have . some ~..S~urance t'hZt •· 
. . 
teachers all over·Newfo\mdl~nd a'r~ b~·in·g .. e'val]:lated . 
. by the same st~ndards. · Educato.rs · ~harged· with the 
.. ' ,· . ... 
:eva1uat~on of teac.~ers, . b,.e ' they pri~~pals, st1per~ 
• .. • , I• • It • • • • ~ 
·. visors', \ or .'superintendents,~ should a1sa find ··.such . . 
I . '• . ' . - .. • . • . 
a guide ·-to be· most ·useful. . . . . . 
. . . ... . ~ .• I'•.. . . ' . ~ ~ • 
.2 •. _ ~oncern ·with the all-r~un~ development of students 
. -
. . 








',·t . .. . 
· ranked as t;he criterion ~hich superintendents con·-
, . . ... ~ 






. j . 
!• 
....... 





:. ~ · · . ~ ; ~·: .. " ·, .' ' ·s.idered .to_: be mos:t imp0rtant in~ the evaJ...uation of 
. ' 
• : , • • ~ , . • • ' ; t - ', • ' •\ • • I ~ 
· :. ·."' · ... teac:per competence. : ,This ci:'i1:erion wa·s either 
. .. ... : 
\ . . : ·"'-. . -. 
. 
. . 
._ • I " . 
· ... · use'd. "always~' (83. 3 per cei\t) ·or- "frequently" 
• • · : • :- ~. • • ' ~ • • I) ' • ~ . ~ • - • • ' • ' • 
_(16. 7 ·p~r _cent) by all respondents . .. Although all · 
,' ' • ' ' ' ' • ,.. • ._ • I •' ' 
· .· . ..., ~e:spondeirits indi~ated t .nat j:.hey. us~ ii"e ·other· 
' . . _., . . . .. . I v , . . . . 
. c~~tk·rj..a e~the~ .·"al*~~s~i : ~r : "frequent.ly·u, this 
•. ·. •' ll l .. ·. . .  
. .. cri t~rion received the highe~t . pe'rcentage of 
I . . - I . . . 
, responses in the "always" category. It ' i9· obvious, 
th~~ J t~~t . Newfoundfand district· superintendents 
: . j . . . . 
conslder the teacher who is, concerned with the 
. . 
·devel'opme'nt of the whole ·person to· be . most · .. ·. : 
. .: . 
. . ... 
. . . 
. . oa • . I 
. efteC:f.tive. rn ·vi~w .~ "thi's. - fihding, it should.'·- · , 
• ~e· lf~~~~~~i~l · t~ ea~h.}superintendent t~ ex~ine '. :• 
. , . 
. - . 
· th~ t'ea~~i.ng thc;t '·is· takirfg place within his . 
I ·-·- - . ..... --.. , . 
. ' district, . ~in · oJ!der. to determine . what·· steps need 
. . ·. I . . . , . 
,, ·.(> ), 
. 
I . . . -~-
' ' 
.. 
' · . ,. 
. . .. ._'. ""' 




~ . . "' •• I ; 
. . 
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·' ' 
' ;~ . 
. . 
' . . . I • . . . . 
to ·be ·taken.'.to · itnpro,:,e the .. developme.nt - o~ :the· whole 
. ~ . ' 
person .• 
. ... 
: ·· £ 
The F_aculty of Education. at· Memorial 
. . 
,., ' . . 
Uni.rsity may also -wish .~o examine the. signi-
. ' . . 
. fican'ce . of this findtn.~· ·. in relcrtion to 'its teacher 
. \N4'' J • 
. .- ' · .. ~du9ation program. · t~~~.' .' · ·· ' 
• , . ' . . ~~~\!~ : i • 
,• 
' . 



























. . ' " ~ . ' 
.. . ·' . 
. . .. ~ . . . 
. 9P.;r~tes 'with. Or.®~T ;,ta~f memb~rs ; ~isplay~ .. 
qua.,lities of le~rrship f · and ~S CO~t:.erned.' with 
' tl <I J 
\ -· . 
th~ 
development of the whole person should be. a strong 
~andidat~ _ for · promotion ·to_ an ,administr~tiv~ .. 
. 
I 
posi tiop w.ithin. the Newfoundland school · distric~s .• 
~a~h'. Of . these. Crite,i.a_·' WaS • e~ploy·ecl', ei~~er "alw~y·~ II ' • 
.... . . . 
. (86. 1' per · ·cent) or ~· ~::requently" · ( 13.3 per cent) ' 
. \y ~11 res~ondent~! The· crite~1.a--aca.demic 
} ', . 
qu.alifieations and ·Knowledge of the curriculum·, 
' I ' • o ' '. ' \ o ' 
the loyal.ity· and dependability of~_ the te~cher, · • 
' · " . ~ . . . 




relat'ionships, 'and concern with 
development of, the pupil_s--were 
... 
al o ·used ' 11 always" or ".frequently 11_- by all · 
I • ( : ,. 
· respondents; b~t received less support i~·· the · 
. . . 
~·aiways'' category. than ·the first . four criteria •. 
• • • ~ • d • 
_~in~e nine cri 1;:eria· were fernploy,e?- .e it:her: ~'always" .~ _ 
. · . , I' . . • • . . 
. . or "frequently" .by all r~spox:tdents' twenty-one 
' ' ' ' · ·~: . . I 
:criteria iJy ~ikety .per cent ·of the r e s .pondents ~ · · 
and twenty-nine <::i teria }?y over . se~rty-five . 
). ' '-
. •' · 
' ) 
' .. 













. . ·• . . 
' .. 
- , ' . 
~ - . 
'. 
' 







:- : t 
·. 
. ~ . ' 
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; 1 
·" . . 
. ' . ·. 
• • Q 
0 
.. . \ . ( 
·-
·per cent ~·f·· the . r4~dents , _it' i~ obvious· -that: the 
crii:eria ·· ~ri this inst~unie.nt could· :form 'the ·basis 
. : ·~ . 
for .a .guid·e to be used b-y Newfoundland district · 
. ' . sup'lri';!tend~nts when dec~ding' what tfacher~ ·are 
. : worthy of pro~ot~on- to -~~i~istr~tife posi~io~~. 
4·.. Oh.ly one •o£ . the . four highest ra.nked criter.ia for 




administrative pr,omotion--concern with the· all- \ · 
I • ; • • • • • · I . . .. ,· . • ~ .. . . • ~, 
round development of the pupils":'":'~il.S among the f<lur 
I ' • l-1 
highest rank~d criteria .for evaluation of · te·acher 
. h comp~t.epce. ·However,' edgh.t 'of the ten. _high~st 
rank~d cri teri~ · for teacher qompetei:tce :were among . 
• • ~ • • 1 • # • • • • • • 
~~e t,e~ highest ~a~ c'riteri~ f~r administrative 
... 
pr<;>mot~on, but occupied · _a different rank- in .each 
.. . 
~evaluative situation.. Pearson's contingency co- I ' y 
efficients . alsO d{s~losed )rli'at there was. a signi-... 
' fia:imt relationship betweLn the criteria ~sed and 
I · . . 
.the evaluative situation. The null _hy!)othesis ·of 
no s'ignificant 'difference ·between the use of the · 
.. 
,..... ' . 
:criteria·· and the evaluative si_tuation was rejeetep 
, . . . ' ·-... ·~ 
for ei9hteen of: the ·th.irty itei(ls. . These .dat~ 
..... ' 
. ' 
led to tl'\e conclusions that Ne\'lfoundl_and district 
~uperi~tendents , do conside~ ·a successful te~c~ing 
experience to be valua~le to a~ administrator, 
but 'that they :require their a:dministrators · to 
' ' 
• • p • 
pos~ess cert'!li~ . per~~.n~1 'cha:qtc~~risti~s ·. i _n . _ ..... . 
add~io11: to- those. possessed by effelct·iVe . teache;rs •· 
. . ~ . . ·. . . · .. 
\/ ... , 
f . 
· .. 
' ' . 








.. · : 
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· . . ,
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, / . . 
·empha~is on proces·s criteria when. evaluating teacher · 
- ' ' . competenc~, and· Or:t . presage criteria when eyaluating 
' • • • Q 
- ( . 
for promotion ~o ari admini stry.t:lve pos i 'Cion. In 
0 0 ~ 
,o .. ' •• 
' . . _..a . -
. both· eval~atiye situa~ions, product criteria." received• 
'the least -emphasis • . On· the·."· surfa~.e, the de-emphasis 
• • • • • ,· • • ' I -..::::.., • 
of product· criteria' would · seem to indicate tha~ 
,. . 
·. Newfou~dlan~· Q.istrict· s11:p~rint~en ts do ~ot · fu~ly . 
• "'l .. 
' . . . 
appreciate the ·p:r::imary reason for the existence of 
schools--the producti_on 'of ~ducated · people.. A more 
. . 
0 • • ~ • • 
acceptaple·· rationale, howeve~ for the de-emp~a~i,s 
•• ~ • CO' ' ' 
of .. l)roduct crit~ria couici .be' the: difficulty 6f 
·, " ', ' . . . . . ·. ' . ' 
' 
' 
mea~suring the proquct, ' or: the ,difficqlty. of 
. . . 
attributing certain ·gains in students·· to the -
' . 
'efforts of a particular teac~er_~ or . bo'!:~.· Regard-:-
~rs·s of 
• • • <\ · ~~: •• •• 
the reason for_ this de-emphasis,.· the . ' . ' 
pract~cali ty of_. eyaluating teq"che;rs ac·cor~iRg to 
- - ,J • • • • 
~hat they are supp~ed tcibe doi,~g--.1=o'st~ring ... . pupil 
• o I \ ' ' o <,"f. I .. tt~ • • .' ' 
· giowth-;--is ·.in ~eed of 'a9 thorough in~estig~tion:~~-\ . ' . . ~ . 
6. In only el~ven of the t 'hree hUndred _po~~sible ~ases· 
.. , • J, •. 
. . w~re there· ~ignifica~t· differences betwe~ ·the 
. .. .· -
. 
emphasis placed upon pat•t'icular criteria a.ccording 
' . . 
. : 
. . 
. to the various c~otegories of 'person~! . and school 
. • • - • . . • t • , 
~ . . 
· dist~ict varj.ables •' . .Seven of thes~ ~ieven , ·· 
. , ., . . 
differences . were accoun·t~d- ·for by 'the variable!? · .. 
• ,, ' u ,..., ·. . ., 
. . . . . . . .. . 
· p~rtaining to the Aca~ernic qualifj.cat1ions of. the 
. ' 
l.f;\ 
- . 'i!.i'' 
: 
. } . 
.. ~. , .
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SUp,erint~ndentS:?-the SUperintendent IS tOta} number 
. . . 
.. 
. ... years of _schooling,'.· and the number~£ courses. tpat 
• i ' . . . . . . "'1, 
' . " . ~ . he - ~as completed in educational administration . . 
•·I . . ,· 
f • .. ' 
Teachers,' t~ep, wiil; tend to be evalu~ted in very 
• I • ' 
t ., ~'J ct ' • . 
mu,ch ~he . sam~ manner regardless o.~ -~e supe.rin: ~ 
t~·nde~t.' s ~ge, lert~th. of. exp~ri~nc~, o'r# : _size~ 
l ' . • . 
of his · sch,Qe>l· dist~ict·. They may expes:.t.', however, 
l' ~ • • • ', - '1. • f r 
· · t ,b receive a slightly diff'arent evalu~tion. from- the · 
. Jel:e profe~s~ori~lly~J;e-~red ,s~p~rintlmd~~ts . ~haq 
.Jrom. the ~ess -p~ofess~:pnally·.:.prep-~red superi.nt~ndents • 
·. ~ere _se~~s t~ ·~e . an. i~9?.ns.;i.sterfcy concerning th~. · 
/lempha,si~ placed ~Pan th~ ~redUct c~ite~iori--i."i.min­,ation results-.-in Newf-oundland s<;!ho9ls. District ~ · 
f 
J superintendents, · in this . study,, considered examin-j . it : ( • • • 
~ at ion results : to ·be of least importan'ce: ~hen_ · 
. .. I • .  ' , 
- f eyalua'ting t~a.chers 'both Jor teacher compet~nce and 
' i- . 1 . \., • . I> 
. . ! 'adininistrative promotion •. Ye·t, Newfoundland pupils 
I' . . • • , • . \ " 
'i 
.·• f .are const'antly being· evaluated by this crit~rion., 
·l · an~ their academic success· is qetermined.by th~ir i . . ' .! ~ .... • • , ' ... •. 
l t:l_bility to ~<? 'we~l in examinations.' · 1 - . S.f Criteria/ listed by s~p;rintendent~ in additip~ to 
I th~se . outlin~d. · o~ th~ . instrum~nt were very f~w •· 
.• . r 
i Only eight of the'thirty respondents listed ad~ . 
I 
,. ditional crite~ia. These addi'tional criteria 
('\. . " . 
(~ee ' Appendix E) . couid help supplem~nt ~pose · 
... ' 1 . . '\. ' • . . . ' .: . . ' . 
·J. out.p:n~d ).n :h~ · i~~tr~~mt ' -ir{~velopmenf of· 
,· 0 \J ~ 0 , 0 • t ~ I 0 
. ~ · .. 
" . . .., . 
I ' . - ~ -~ 







... . ,· 
. . ·, . 
.· 
, 
.~ . . . 
. ' 
. ' 






















¥ ~ . ' r;: 
• n 
a gui~e both _for ~e evaluatio~ of teacher 
·cbmpet.e_nce, and for administr~tive promotion. !D 
. . 
97 ' 
\ ,, ~- . 9. Only six (20 <pe,r' ce-nt) of the thirty respondents · · 







• • u 
' ' 
i ,. : 0 • ' • • 
. . C/ffered comments· on the evaluation·~£. teachers, 
. ; .' 
•the instrument,• or the'st~dy itself; · This sample 
~ ' . . . 
was ~o small ~d their opinions so diverse that it 





was impossible to dr~w any -conclus~ons from~them 
. ·~~, to categorize them .into any set pattern_ . .. 
0 
III.' RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
, ~ 
\ 
(_ : · $tudies-·_c<;mld be carrie~ out to a~c::e:ftain what ·-· . 
,· J:-l~wfou'ndland p;inc.ipals, sou~ervisors, te-acher~, and even 
I \ 
• y students perceive _to be _ the_ components of a good teaoher · 
., as wel~· as the competencies requ~red . or school 
. ... \. 
apministrato:t:s. 
. ' . ~ 
· · · ·. ~ Research _to . determi~e the att~tudes of superin-
. . 
, • l o <'\. 
,' 'tendents, superyisors, ·.principals, ~nd tea,chers toward, . 
. th.e ·methods. of ·. evalUf-~ion that are P.re.~ently employe~ 
0 • • • • 't,a • • - ~ - ... • 
both• for the evaluation- o'f teacher qompetence and . for ., 
. 
p~o~otiqrt _ to administrative posi~ions. Such a ~tudy, 
should be ~ost revraling in term~ of the p~esent st~e{ 
. : \ . ' 
. of teacher evaluation inl this province. .... 
p 
.. -' ·. l · .: The d~Jeloprnent of a guide for 'the. evaluation 
,. " 'C'" t 
. . . 
of t~acher competence ' that · woul~ be accept able to the ' . 
• • £ 
Association df District s·chool S~erintendents, the . 
. . r; , . , . 






















, , I I' 
. . 
. ' 
I ' • • .. 
-?; . ' ~::· . 
• 
. -
. ' . /"' . 
·.· Asspclatio~. ·. ~uch a guide · would .be .. subject to th~ · analyses 
. ' . ' ; 
. . . ,, - t/ 
_of those parties ~nd would ha~o be 
its vafidi tY a.nd Iieliabili ty. 
test~d ~tablish 
0' I .. . . 
, . 
Research could be undertaken to d~ine just what 
~esponsibilitie~ are actually plac~d· in-the fhands of 
' practi~ing administrators,'and eo determine- what type 0f 
•• • • • • .... c;:. •• 
training would .' qest prepare aspiring aqmf~.istrators to 
. ·c~pe -w--.j-t:h t.hose resp~ns=i:bilities. The dev~lopmEmt of a r 
( . 
guide for selection procedures to be followed in makin;t ~ • • • .I 
administrative appointments would- also be . of value· • 
. Research could be .carried out to determin~thods 
of inea·suring the p:rrod~ct of ·the t~aching--lea~ning pro~ess • 
. - -""\ . . 
As evidenced in this study and ·others, teacher ~ffectiveness 
# 
is usually evaluated by the mor~ mea~urable presage and 
~ocess ' criteria~- Befo're a teacher 1 s effectiveness can · 
. 
be measured' i~ terms .of pr~duct, specific;_, goa~r edu-
cational objectives have to be establish~d. The · 
•' . . 
1(, 
es'tablishment of these goals iri themselves could be a 
. . 
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AS_SO~IAT.rON \oF DISTRICT SCH_O_OL SUPERINTENDENTS 
·Corne~ Brook\ . ; · Newfo_und.rand· 103 
J . ' 
', .. 
·) 
: ' • 4 
\ .: 
. 1 : . 
I , . . 
· ' '! .TO ALL MEMBERS 
.. " 
' . ' 
I 




' ' I 




. I• . ~ , I ' i· 
· .. Dear Members:·', 




. \ . 
. ; 
/. : 
April 6 ~ -f973 . . ;, . ' . 
'·' 
.· 
.~ . , . I ' . , 
. · .. · . :Mr. R·eg Far~ell, 1a ·. gr'aduate ~tuden·t at M._emoria~_ ·· · · 
·' 
. Uni~ersit,¥, is ·inow ·doing,a study on· the:.methoas . 
. · · Qf tea c her eva l u a t i on a s use d. i h t h i. s P r o v i n c e . . · 
. In view · of the \topic at our most .re~eilt me~(>tin_g 
and of the ~pecial. . co·rnmittee whi~h we have set= 
up· on. ' Teacher Evaluatio.n, I feel that· this study 
... may . be oJ · s.ome· assistapce · to us.' For that rea·son~~. 
~ I recommend yo'ur ,cooperation with his efforts . when 
he contacts ·you. . . .· . . · · · --
.S'i.nce most of .:~ , ha've .gone through •. the task of ?{ 
·' e~rning a·· M. E_d.; I 'Ill s'ure that h_is reque~t · will . 
. st'rike a s.Y!'Il'Pat;hetic _cho.rd in you·r · heart .. This 
support . wi f'l coine. :a 11 the more -read i.l y when you 
realize thi)t the result of his study JOa·y be of 
.some help to us allvrin ou~ wo·rk •. . .. 
·. 
:· ·s; n~ere'(y yours, ·: ·,. 
. . . . 
. ,. Q,1.~vv~ 
. . . '. ~ 
Bro.-· A. F ... · Bre·nnan 
PRESIDENT 
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MEWRIAL· UNIVERSITY ··oF NEWFOUNDLAND 
. . ,. 
"St.· john•s, Newfoundland, Canada 
·' 
, 
~Hpartm~t of Eclucati01112l Administratiqn .. ~ ( 










P.O. Box · l3 
·April·9, 1973 c_ 
' D.ear. Superinten~ent: 
. ·. · . ·. J; , am w~ing to -reques't your .co~peration' an~ . · 
assistanCe in _completing a - researc~·project which i~ part 
pf-' my graduat~ stu-die~ program· at M~~orial Uni~ersity •. . ,. ., 
. ·The research is .concerped ' with the criteria employ~ 
by Newfoundland School District Superintendents when .'. · 
eval:uating teach~rs. for (a) :teacher competence, ~nttl_ (b) 
pr6mqtion to adm~nistr~tive po~itions. · · 
I . • . \ 
Dr • . K. W. Wallace, 'my supervisor, ·Brother A.· ·F. 
Brennan, ·president of your · associat1on, and the Department ~o 
of Educational Administration, Memorial University, ha~e 
given their approval and sl,lpport .. ·for · ,thi.s ' project. The 
questionnaire is being.· sent·. tp every School Distrfct· . 
-Superintendent in Newfoundland. . , · · 
. . . . l 
0, 
, Your·name and the _narn~ of· your district are not . 
required~ · · yo~ may . b~ assured that individua~ responses 
will be tr~ted· in the strictest confidence. The data will 
. be · presented. in· -t;he form of cons·olidated findings. 
:I; wo~ld .greatly ·appreciate you~ early attentJon to 
---- l ......... 
· the · return Of the ~nclosed q~estionnaire·. 9In · maki11g this 
request, I apologize.fo'r adding approximately fifteen 
minutes . to what I I know ~ 'is an extremely busy schedule. I 
have enclosE7d ·a stfimped addres'sed ~nvelope for return 'of 
' ; 
the questionnai1;'e·. . ·. · · 
. # 
' · · I shall . reciprocate by making the results . "of the' . 
/ .: . 
• '1.' 
~ . . 
. . . 
sttidy available to you in abstract form, or · by meeting 
with ~our association if requested. 
. . .. 2 : 
(. , . 
. , ' . 
': 
... ~ . . 
. .. J 
. ·.· 
. ..... 
.. .. " 
. I 
1 · ' . 





























,- .. -~ 
·~;~~ .. .1~, 
,:_;~ · • I ~hank~rig you in ' advanc~ ·for your cooperation 























' :··. - . . 
since~ely yours, 
Reg Farrell 
Graduate St~deQt . 
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MEM>RI.(\L UNIVERSITY OF . NEWFOUNOLANl> .. • , • I 
. - . 
,. J . . • 
· ~t. john·s, Ncw.foundland, Canada 
D ' . · .. ·: .. 
, i 
De~tm~nt of Educatipnai Administration ··. , : . 
. · · ~ - . . 
...., ,:, \ o • ~ wof o • ' • • • 
,. ' 
' I 
. I ' It 
.. . 





i?. - o. Box· ··13 
'May 1, 1973 
' . 
. .. . -( 
1 
.· 
. . . . ' l 
pear Superinten~en~; . ~- . . . . . ·~ .. · . . . . . . : ... . ~~· · 
· · · On the lOth day f AJril ' ·I mailed you a question- . · · ·. · · 
1
: · · . ·nair~ relating to my ·''thesl. on Teacher ~valua.ti(?n. This · 1 • 





studi~s program at Mem~rial .Unfversity. 
• ( • • • • 0 
. My · init\.al letter · and questionnaire" re~ulted in ·.a 
· fi~ty-six percent return. Since my.sampl~ is so .small, it 
''is imperative that I receive a much:higher·percentage .. ·of. · 
response~. .. •· 
.. ~ . 
~ *' ~ ' • • _, .. • 
. lf you have not· ret~rned . the questidhna~e, I aga1.n 
I . , 
r~ue.st your ass.tstqnce so· that ' I · may complete my re.sear.ch . -·.· 
project .. Also', as indicated .in my initial letter, it is· ,_, .. 
hoped tqat t~is study will Qe of some value both ·to .you ! 
and to . your: associa1:-ion ·~ . . . ./ . _ 
. . · .\ . \ . . ·. 
If you have returned· the qu~stiannaire, I _thank ¥ou... · 
for your .gratuitous assistance. It is much: apprecL:ttecf', ' 
as ' without it, my · thesis -'would not be· possib~e.. · .. 
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· .ij 
MEMORIAL . UNIVERSITY OF N,EWFOUNDLANp 
· St-. John ·s, Newfoundland, Canada 
. . . • . •-t .f . " "' 
" .• . 
107. 
' . : 
. \ ' ' ": . . , 
pepartment of Ed~cational Administration . • • P. 0. Bo~ ·13· 
I • 
., . . .. ~ .. " I May 8, 19?3 
I 
~ ~ I De~r SuperintendeJit: · . , · l· · 
I, o .>... 
·f . L~st week, I wrote you a . letter reques ing. yoJ~ 
·cooperation so that I may continue ·· my research on· ".The_· 
criteria of ~eacher Eyaluat~on Employ~d by New oundland 
School District Su~erintendents." · · . I . I - . . •• -
[ · .. - It is 1now a month s_in~e I mailed the i ~f±~'l -. 
qu~stionnaires .' and' letters '~olici ting x,our coo eratipp. 
A~so, since last week's lette~ resulted in onl two mbre 
.t~turns, I · ·fear that s.ome of you ma·y . he1;ve misl yed 'the . 
questionnaire. ConsequentlyJ I am - fo~arding ou,anOVhe~ 
cqpy Of . my questionnaire: I ·.-. . . . • : 
·1 f_ · . I ·. - apologiz·~ for· this . i~po~i t~~n o~ ·y.our _· t.i~e. • · · ~ 
,.R , ali~:i.hg that your time is so valu~ble, I . have attempted 
tcp keep '·the comple.tion time· of · the, questionnaire ·to a _ 
maximum of· fifteeri minutes. .. · _ . -... · - · 
i' J • • •• • 
! 
• 1 • Many of the . questionnaires ·retux;ned to date .. hav~ j ·. 
' ; 
ihdicated that·. your colleagues .. are mgst interested in the .1 
f 1' dings of fhis research. The president· of. ypur ''associa:tJ.on, . 
B ther A. ·F. Brennan, has expressed~ a keen intere-~t :irt ·-ehe • · 
s;t dy_, and feels ~hat it may ·be ~f value to .. all _superinten¢leDts . . 
~q dou~t you · real~ze that the h~gher the percent~ge .of retur~s 
t e more valid the. study will .. be. · ·' · 
. . • " .\ . • ll 
. ! . I.f you ha~e ~r~turried the questionmil--re; I -thank you · 
~incerely f'or your as·'sis.tance. ·. If .. you have 'not returned tne 
questionhaire, '·I hope that . you will · be a;ble to do so~s ~qon . ' 
as pos'sible for- eime is fas,t b~coming a ·major . factor in the . 
comple-tion of this ..:Study-. · ·  . · ' ......... · · .. . , · 
, l • "' . e 
t . ' . • . ; . ' ' 
t " Wishing you1 'coritinue~ success ~n - your .endeavo~rs , .. _. ~ ! remai n . 
. i




l~closui~~ , · 
f 
• 
. Sincerely yours ·, , 
..  
' . 































TEACHER EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRES 
. -":, , . ~ 
for School B~a~d Supe~intendents . 
'1 ' 
'There are two sectfons to· this . instrument: . 
- 0 0 
. p 




;_section .Two. Eva·luation of Teachers (Two 
~Qu~stionnaires). ~ 
\ .. . . 
. 















the questionn:aire • . 
~ .. . ~ 
\ 
. ,.. 
You are asked to return the completed -instrument in the 
~tamped addressed envelop~ .~rov~4ed, ab- ~our· earliest:' 
0 • ; ' 
convenience. 
• 
.ioUr co~operation ·wilt 




by_ computer at appreciated. 
, , if \ 







An abstract of the findings 
. . . I 
wil+ ; 
5 
~e s'ent to · all superintehdent·s _shortty after the . I i 
•, 
' ,A', r 1 
I • II 
After you have hompleted fhe qpestionnaires, : please 
. 
feel ·free! t~ make any comments you wish Qn the_ evaluation 
" 
. 
of personnel, _the 
. { \ 
/~ 
questionnaires, or the study itself. 



















• . • ~ I 
. ~ ., 
""' 
·.• SECTION ONE. .. . 
' .. 
'Per,sonal and ·School District Questionnaire 
1. 
. -
Ag'e of .superintendent . fJ 




· this year) · · e · ... · 
Total number qf yea-rs of .school~/ : ' · · 
1 Number ~1' . co.Urses in E~ucation~· A:U.inistration 
Size of School District (p+ease state actual· 






.. . Evaluation of Tea.chers 
~ . 
. •, . . 
~nstruct.ions· 
•' I 
l. Each of .the f;;llow~ ~uesti~~nai·~es lists 30· fac'tor·s · 
which may be taken into account when .evqlua~ing'.'!" teachers. 
P ~ease score, a:11 i terns on each questionna-ire according_ 
to the import~n~e each6" fac-tor has for you in y~>Ur 
'• , 
. ' persQnal evaluation of ·teachers. Use 
s~ .1. 
( Please circle ~you;r select'ed re 
. ' 
e.g.: 
(A) indicates a factor alway§ . used; 
' (F) indicate~ a factor frequently .used_; 
(S) indicates a factor seldom used; 
• 
(N) indicates a. factor never used; )' •, 
Thus your ci~cl~~g of (F) would indicate that the factor 
' . . ' .. \ · t. ' ·. 
conc~ned is. used frequently in your evaluation of teachers; 




















and· so on •. .. Q .. 
. . 
?~ First, score all of Questioripaire One (p. 111) 
. 
according to "t:he importance which each' factor h~9 ·for you 
when forming opinions. about the competence .of teachers.b 
" ' ' · Second, score all of Questionnaire ~o (p. 1~3) according 
~~ . . ' 
to :the importance wtli~h · each facto'r has for you when 
forming opinions that c~rtain te~chers'are wo~thy of 
promotion to an administrative posi:tion (e .• g. Principait. 
,. 
~ 
~ . . 













. ' . 
..... 








PURPOSE : · EVAl..UATION OF TEAcHER COMPETENCE 
~ ~ 
, . 
Teacher Evaluation Questionnaire One 
. J. . . . .. 
No. Factor 
1. Provisiop made . for ·individual ditferences 
a~d . ~rti>up needs·. 
2. a·qncern with the all-round development of 
pupi•ls. 







The degree of' ·Self-evaluation of proces.ses 
employed. , , .. , . I . 
The teachet:' s participation anL standing i_n 
the commlin1 ty • -
I 
Supervision and checking of wr tten work. 
" 7. Academic qualifications and knowledge of 
the curriculum •. 
• 8. The attitude of the 'pupils to the school 
and. to authority~ · 
9 ._ Pupil at:titudes of ,courtesy, 'industry 
and self-reliance. 
10. Class control. 
11. Cancer~ with character development of 
. ~he pupils. . . · ~ 
.. 
12. Ores"-and appearance of the_ teacher. 
13. The methods of lesson preparation used. 
. 
. 14. The p~9fessional 'ac~ivities of the teacher • 





The, pup~ls. work well without s'We:tvision •. 
Pupil participati~n in lessons. 
111 
., 
A ' F S N 
.. 
AFSN 
A F S N 
A F S N 
'A F S N 
A F S N 
-· A F S ~N 
AF s~ 
A F S N 
A . F S N 
A F S' N 
A F S N 
A F S N 
A F S N 
A F S ·N 











.. , . 
... · ~ ·.i. 






Lesson pr~paration and plan~ing. 
-,/ ' 
Examination results. 0 
The personality of ,the teacher. 
. :• . __::..--r . ' 
Teacher pupil ·relationships. · t 
' 23. Th.e teacher' . 9""Standing with. the pupils. 
24 ... -The development of the proces~ df 
\ · _individual i~guiry in the pupils. -
25. The loyalty and depen~ab'ility of the 
teacher. · · 
26. The training of .the pupils in self-
expression . 
27. · The energy, force·, .and enthusiasm 
displayed in the teaching. 
. . . 
28. The . degree ·of co-operation o£ the ' ) 
·teacher .with other staff members. \ 
. . 
29. The use of teaching aids. 
' 30. The training of p~pils in civic 
competence and responsibili~y. 
I 
112 
A F · S N 
A. F .S N 
A .F S N 
A F S N 
AFS"'N 
A F S N 
A F S N . 
A F S N 
...... 
A F s N 
A F S N 
A F :s. N 
A F S N 
Please list below any factors al~ays or frequently used by 
< you when evaluating teacher com~etence, and not included 
~n the above list. 
1. 
2 .• · 
3. 
4. 





























' PROM9TIO~ 'f() AN ADMINISTRATIVE !?OSITION _ ' .. 
1. 
2~ 








{ ~9 ~ 
. ~":.. 
Teac~er Evaluation Quest;ionnaire Two· .. · 
• • • 0 
' Dress and appearance· of the teacher. 
Supervision. iu:ld. phecking of written work. 
.. The . developm~nt of t~e' process of 
. individual inquiry in _the pupil~. 
v 
The attitu~~s qf the pupils to the 
school · an~ to autho~ity. 
r 
•. II I 
The professional-activities o~ the 
te~cher. 
c •. •• , 
~he.use of t~aching aids. 
..\ 
~he '~acher' s . standing with the puJ?;il.s '. 
I ' . 
The degree of co- operat!on of t~e . 
teacher with other staff member? •• 
~he training of pupils .in c~vic 
competence and re~ponsibility. 
·fl-O. Prov~sic~m made /or· indiv~dual . , 
differences and group needs. -
. I 









. ' Pupil participation ;in lessons. 
The pupils work .well witho~t supervision. 
. . ' : 
The methods of 1esson .presentation used. 
The degree- of sel~-evaluation pf processes . 
emp:i.oyed r-J. · . ' , r-
: . ), 
Qualities of leadershi~ displayed py the 
teacher. · · · 
Concern .with the all-round 
the pupils •. · -
· Ex~in~~ion tr~v· .... · ·. 
·. ( _/ ~ 
. . . 
- ' -




A F . S N 
A F S N 
A F S N 
- , 
,- . 
' A F S N 
. In • 
. A F S N...._ 
\. 
A F s N '···& 
A F S .N . 
A F S N 
A .( s ·. N 
A F S N 
. 
A F S 'N 
A F s N· 
A F s N 
.. A F s N . 
. 
·A F s N 
A F s N 
A-.F S N 
.. 
















, ' . 
., 
.. .. 
,. . 19. The pupii~•- appreciation qf morar ·and 
· 'ethical· s _tandards. " · 
2 0 •: ~he energy, force_ and enthusiasm displayed 
in the teaching. · 
21. Teach~r~upil relation·ships. 
-
22. · Cl~ss control. I . 
23. The training of pupils in self-eJq>ression·. 
24. . The. ~acher.' s participatio.n and standing. \ 
. . in th~ c::omrnun i~ty . . . - ~ . 
' ' ' 
·25. Concern · with character d_evelo'prnent. of 
th;, ·- pupils~~ · 
" pr~p~tion ' t 26. Lesson and planning. . 
• 
· '27. · The level ·~f - ~ntelligence the of 
teacher. 
28. Pupils' attitudes of courtesy, industcy. 
and self:-reliance. • D • 
;.- .. 
·. 29. Academic qua 
· · . the durricul 




A F S -N 
~ F S N 
A F S N 
A F S N 
.A F S N 
A F S N 
'A F S .N 
AF s N 
-
A-F s N 
'A F·S · N 
30. ' The loyalty of the A' F s N 
·· ;teacher.· 
. Pleilse ,lj.st. b';,low any factors. alwaJ ~r frequently fsed by 
'.you . when evaluating teachers As b~irig worthy ~ promot'ion 
' ' . 
to ·an administrati.ve position, apd not includ~d i{l the 
above list. 
1. .. A F . 
2. ' =A F 
;. 
·-
3. A F 
t 


















..... . . 
'' 
' ' 























• ,. ' .. 
C.RITERIA USED · 'IN. THE INSTRUME~T SET OUT .. IN CATEGORIES · 
' ' 
t 















2 .• · 
CR't.TER~A . !NCLP'DEp · AT Ri\N~OM ON . THE INSTRUMENT 
GRO.UPEo·~ ACCORDING TO MITZEL'S CATEGORIES 
-..... 
.. 
A. PRESAGE CRITERIA 
0 ' 
The persona+ity -of-5fle · teacher. 
'# . ' . 
Th~ dress qrid appearan€e· of the . tea~her. 
. . ' • 
. . . . . 
115 . 
J 
' ,,. .. 
,. 
3~ Academic qualifications and knowledge of t~u!ric~l~. 
. - J 
4. · ·· The level of. intelligence o:t the· teaeher~ . 
. . ~ -
5 • The p~ofe~sional activities of the tea·cher. 
. .. 
6. The degree of co'-operat.ion o·f the . teacher wi±h <;>ther 
staff members. 
' ' . 1. The loyality and · dep~nability ·of the teacher. 
a • Qual:i:t:les·. of _ l~ade~ship disp;I.~yed by ' th~· teaghe:r:_: ' r ' 
9. The teacher's p~rticipation and standing in the · 
community. 
. 
10 •. The teacher's s·tanding with . the . pupils. 
' .. 
··i. : Les.son ·preparation and planning • . 
. . . 




. Teach~~-pu~il: rerat;ionships. 





· 5. The energy, fo~~e and enthusiasm.d~p~ayed· in ~he teaching. 
. ' 
· 6. . S~ervision and · checking. of written · ~ork. 
' -
. 7. Tll_e methods of le~·son -presentation used. 
8. . Tl!e t1se .o.f te.aching· aids. 
' . 
9. The provision made· for individual differences ~ and grouf . • ·1 . 
needs. 
.J.' . ' • . 







(> • • 
. (' .. 
' 
.. 
' . .· 
. . 
. . 
.. ~ ' 
. . · •'. -· . 
11~ 
lOi . The degree of se~f-evaluation _of pro~ess employed. 
.. 
. ·. 
i , · C ." PRODUCT CRITERI~ ~· . 
. ' . .. 
• ' I 
Concern ·with the all-round development of the pupils. · 
. ., 
· 'Exainina t~on resuJ. ts. 
.. .,_· . 
3 •. 
· The .pup.il~ wor~ well without supervision • . 
.., . .. 
The development ·of the PJ?ocess of individual en'quiry...-. 
in the pupils • 
s. Concern · with character development of" tl:le pupi:ls·. 
. . 
6 ." The training of the pupils in civic~ competence . and 





Pupil attitudes of ~curtesy, ~nd~~ry _and_ sel~-reliance. 
The pupils' ·.appreciation of moral a_nd ethical. standards. 
' < , 
9. .. The ·training of th,e pupils in self-expression • 
- . 




- ~ .; 
-
' 




Sourc~ :· . .. T ·. -J. , Moore, · "An Id~ntification and Analysis 
. · .. criteria Employed in Teache~ .Evaluation, n· .Unpublished 
-~of. Education trhes'is, Uni.versi ty .of Albert&; Edmonton, 












I \.. ~ : ._ 
.1 . • .. 
. '-ll 
--
·. ~ • ..... -:.-
. .. 
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APPENDIX. c .. 




~GORIES OF ·. CRITERIA 





































. .,. .. ' 
' · 









. . . , . 
.; 
TABLE XV J • 
' .... • ' ~ • / :. I . \ WI- :: • 
THREE-FACTOR ANALYSIS GF · CATEGORIES OF CRITERIA EMPLOYED IN EVALUATION". OF 
. TEACHER .COMPETENCE • (VARI.MAX 'ROTATED FACTORS) 
. . . . . 
' . ( .. ' . . . . . . (PI = ~resage Cr1ter1a : P2 =Process Cr1~er1a P3 = Product Criteria).* 
/ ' 
No. Criteria C,onununali tieS' " ·Factor Loaaings· 
• r 
I 
1. Provision made fo~ individual 
dif~erences . and group needs 
2 •. Concern with the all-roUnd develop-
·ment_ of ~he pupils· · · 
~. Qualities of leadership ·displayed by 
the teacher 
- . 
4. The degree · ~f s~lf-evaluation of 
s. 
·• 6 •·. 
7. 
_p~ocess~s ~mp~oyed . · · 
T~e teacher's participation and 
st~n~ing · in _the community · 
Supervi'sion and checking of .writ'ten 
work -
. . 
Academic qualifications and knowledge 
of ehe ' curriculum 
8. The - attitude of the pupils to .the 
school and to authori~y · 
'· 




1 - 2 3 
~-
0.510 0.710p2 O.Q22 . . 0.073 
>P 
· 0.178 0.229 - ~_ .354p3 . 0.025' 
o. o2s , -o. 02_1 0.103" - 0.116 
0. 484 . 0. 629p2; 0.297 . -0.033 




. - 0.288· 0.273 -0.113 - 0~447P2 
., 
0.197 ·:..o-.103 0. 34lp'l :-0 ._265 
.. 
0.318 



























.TABLE -XV (Continued) 
I! , I 
. No .. · ~ · •.. 
- . J• - . l. ~ ~ Criteria ·_ Communaii ties 
• ' 0 
9. •. ~-att·it'ude~ of -~ourtesy. , 'imiustry 0 










~- · z ·. 3..._ 
0. 516pa · · 0 .113· -0.179 
• 
. . -
· . .. ~ . .. , 
. 
. .. 
'1():: D Class' control 
_ .... , 
•. 0 
, 11! · Concer~ with character develol)ment 
of th~ . pupils 
'. . ~ .. " . . . 
12. ·oress· and appearance of the teacher:_-: 
. 
The - method~ of lesson prepara~ion. 
used~ · · : : ... · · 
-. > .13. 





The pupilsr appreciation of moral 
and ethical standa~ds 
The pupils work ~el1 ~without 
supervision ·'-1' · 
' 
·17. . ·Pupil participation in lessons 
~8. The· level · of intelligence of the 
teacher ~ 
' . -
19. Lesson ·preparation and planning 
·0.380 
~-~~ 





- · 0.247 . 
0.338 











• G .115 
/ 
~ 
~ o. 386P.2 
-o. 373.p 3 
. 0.395pl 0.234 
0 0 251 - 0.474p2 
. 0.386Pl' - O.l40 
0.066 -e .. 363p :i·· . 
l' 
~·~ rf •'-: 1 
o ."327pa .' -0.149-- · ·• ~:a-. 3.4'3pa 
. ~ 
"'· 
·_rr.s3a:P2· -o.i34 . • · 0.1?5 
>· 
0.028 0·."099 . -·o •. 479~ 1 • 


































: )·r, . . 
.-. 
4 
.. · ...... ' 
. ' 
. 
' I ' 
TABT-E YN (continued)' , · . · _______ ~--· ----.--:;---- -----~------:2~ I 
p 
""1 ... - - - - ..., __ _________ ,...S- r----- • ' , 1 'e'" c. /) _ • _ _ • -
l ' 





.,. ,. Comnuin~li ties -· <f actor _Loadings 
. . ; ' ·. -· .. ·. 1: . . >- . 2 - . :. 
\ , 
:r 
~ - .. .., ,.:-
0.140 ·: 20 •. Examination: results ,. 
. -
· 2i ~ · .The per~onall ty 9f the teac-her .-: 




23. The teacher's ,.stan.ding with the pupils 
~ . -,., 
. 24. 
25. 
. . . 
Th~ development of the proce~s · of . 
individual ~nquir¥ in the pupils 
The loyality and depend~biitty of- . 
the teacher 
26. The training_of . the pupils i~ 
~ 'self-expression- ,- • 







0. 452 . 
\,S .156 .. 
- - .-== 
0. 29:1· 




. . ~ 
0 .. 282 . 
... 
--~0 ~ 026 
· 0. 5B:Sop2 
·.. . ...., 
.-. 0\ 447~1 










. 0. 2.00 
-. . 
0.392.Pl 
o.51s~{) - o.ol+ 
. ~ 
!> 









-0 •. 027 
-'Q. 003 
.. : o . 
b 

















27. Thi!·e ~nergy ~ ~~orce · and ~nthus.iasm · -
·, d~ lay-ed ~n the teach~ng. · ' · 
---~---' ·---- -- -: -- ... ------ ··--"' .. - .,. - --- - - - --- -., --~--
. ..... . "" 
~ C) ;.. Q 
' ~.189 . 2~ .• : T e degree. of co-operation of the 
. ac~er with other staff members . 
0.283 0.0.99 -G 0.48~Pl 
Q 
- . . II . 
2g.. The us~ of teachin9. _aids . . :· 
' . ) . .. . ....... 
30. T~e t~aining. o~ the pupils i~ _ 
_ civic compet~nce and -rest5on~;dbilit·y. 
0 ·-?30 0 : 494p2 0.3~0p2· 
o '.·l4~. · .~· ... ·o.30lp3 _ .:..o.120 
,..:t • 
" 




-*0.3 L·~vel of Acceptabi'r_ity 
~· 
















• 4 .. 
· . (. ~ . ; 'tl .. - \ 
-~ 















- . b ~ ~ . •. ... : \ . 
THREE-FACTOR ANAUYSIS- OF CATEGORIES OF CRITERIA E~LOYED IN _EVALUATION OF 
-~ TEACHERS FOR PRO~OTION "I:O- AN ... ADMINIS':!?AATiljE POSITIEJN 
. · , (VA~I~X ROTATE!). .FACT~} , · ' . · · 
' / ' . 





P3 .. = Product Criterial * 
,.. . 
-No. Criteria Communalities · Fact:ora LoCRiings 
. 
.. } . 
1 2 · 3 
~ 
1! Dress and appearance of the teacher • . 0.197 -0.027 0.399p 1 _ -a. o.a g ... I 
' '. . 
. .~ ~ 
. 
. ' . 
, c 
2. Supervision and c~~cking of .written . . 0. 288 . ; --o .104 O.:J-25 : . 0 ~512p2 , .. 
.work , / .. I ;~!} • 
. . . 
~ 
. 
3. The development of the prdce~s.qf 0.483 ·o.693p3 0.019 · 0.055 ft ~o 




-. 4. The attitudes of the upils ~o · the . - 0.464 ·· ~ · ·o·.3o6p3 0.60lp3 0.095 ' 





: . ... 
5 •· . T~t?. professional· act·ivi t:ies . of the . 0.245 -Q .286 ~.397pl -. ·0.072 I 




. ; . 6. 'The use of ~eaching aids . . 0.416 0 ; 34lp2 0.069 . ·~ O.S~3~} 
~ 
. 
7. The.teac~er's . stand~~~with the \ 0.391 0. 3} lp 1 ·-~ . 0. 503p·l· . 0. 018 
:3 pup~ls .. · 
' 
. , 1 
' ' . . a. The degree of co-operation of the 0. 384. co 0 ~ 185' .0.~8lpl ~o .113. ·. · -
r teacher with other staff memb.er~ . I .. ..... 
v N 
. ' 0 
9. The traiping of pupils in clyic 0.090 0.183 0.060 . 0 .230' 






. . I ' 
. ! c...:..J 
-




. . "\ I 
• ! 
/ '-' -
' . : , 
. 




·cl;"iteria ·communalities Factor Load;ings .. 
-· 




"" .. Provision made for ind~vidual ' 
' 
.-10. . 0.454 0;494p2 ~ o .. 2s6 0.380p~ 
differencesand group needs · · ' 
.11. The personality of the~teacher 0 .·418 
. 
0.163 0.624pl 0.043 
-
12. P~pil participation .~n lessons , , 0.408 -0.~25 -o ·. 030 . O.G26p2 
13~ The pupils work well without . 0. 538 - . ·P. ~~8p3 ·0 .• 14~ o .• 639p3 . "l 
supervision . · ·, 0 
. 
'e 
T'he methods 'of lesson... pre_sentation 
•, 
14. ' 0.306 -0.143 0.174 0.505p2 
ed . ' .. ~SP2 . "· . , • 15. · ~te· degree of self-:evaluation of· a·. 677 0. l83p·2 . -o. ri32•. 
p ocesses employed 
~ 
' 
. ""~' . 
-16. Qealities of leaderShip d~spl o.soo . ""0 ;393pl o.~B8p1 -0.022 . .J 
b. tne teacher • . · - . ~ - I\, \ .. 
.. I 
1;7. d:mcern w~~ the all-round • . ,A 0 .·379p3 ·-·cr. 077 





18. a~nat~on . re~ults . · 0.080 0.143 0. 229. 0. 086..: 
. . ~ 
- \ . 
19. ~e pupils appreciation of moral 0. 374 ' 0~517ps • 0. 278 -0.171 I .d ethical ·standards ~ · ·. .. 
> ..... 
. 20. ~he energy, force and enthusiasm - - 0.595 0.510p2 0. 495p 2 l <0.30lp2 1\) 
_.,J ..... . isplayed in the teachi~ . ~ I • . 
I . . . , 
.. 
., 
-;; ----- ' I 
. \ . 
-:. '• 
·_) ) r ' <> 
No. 
' 21. 

















' ' ;-.. 
I . -. 
I TABLE XVI (Continued) 
cri{teria 1 Communalities Factor Loadings 
! 
0.207 0 ._598p2 
!) 
~eacher~pupil relation~hips 0. 432 . 
. 
Cluss control - · 0.459 -0.201 . o·. 404p2 
0. 6·7lp3 0.044 
0 ! 14~ . 0.600pl 
T~aining of the puPils in 0.455 
self . xpression 
·' 
T eacher's. participation and · 0.401 '· 
· standing in the collli'!luni ty . 
. · 
Concern with character development 
of the pupils 
0.230~ 0.427~3 0.211 
Lesson preparation and planning 
L . 
The level .of intelligence of the 
teacher 
• 
Pupils' ·attitudes of courtesy·, 
.industry and self-reliance 
. ·. . ~ .. ~ 
Academic qualificatio~s and knbw-
'le·dge of the ·curriculum 
- I 
0The loyalty ·· and ·., dependability of 










_0.045 0.146 . 
0 . 764p3 0.261 
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. -OB~~~~D: ~RE~~ENCIES WHICH DETERMINE THE RELATIONSH~~ . 
BETWEEN ~ THE t~TERI~ .OF E~~ATIO~ .EMP~~D BY 
.- . 
SUPERINTEN~ENTS IN ' EACH EVALUAT~VE SITUATION 
• 
. 'ANJ;> SELECTED CATEGORIES OF CERTAIN VARIABLES 




• • I' 
. ' . 
. ,. 
. ... ¥; -·--. 
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SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES ~N RESPONSES TO .CRITERIA OF EVALUATION EMPLOYED IN 
EVALUATING""',TEACHERS FOR TEACHER COMPETENCE , ACCORDING TO SELECTED 
·cATEGORIES OF CERTAIN VARIABLES ({<)S' LEVEL OF ..SIGNIFICANCE} 
.criteria . Category . Frequenctes by percent~ges · 
Always . . Frequently Seldom Never 
Pupil attitudes of courtesy, · Age 
~dustry and self-reliance 
~ 
The personality of the 




. -40 plus 
I . . 
unaer 40 . 
40 ·plus .. 
17.6 
7.7 
35.3 . . 
84.6 -. 
su~vision and checking 
of wr.itten· work 
Expe~ience under 10 , 41~7 
. (year's) . 10 plus 11.1 
·The prpfessional · ~ .Schooling 
activities of the teacher (years) · · 
The pupils _work will 
without supervisi~~ 
The. degree of co-operation 
of th~ ·teacher with other 
staff members 









under· 18 .44. 4 










3•3. 3 : 
4.8 
11.1 
66 _. 7. 
5. 9 -
. 23.1 . 
" 
c> 




• · j 46.2 46.2 
. 
58.8 5.9 
15.4 :>. • 
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ern with. the character . 
lopment of the pupils 
~ ( T~~t_ level-o~. intell~gen~~ 
\of .
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he teacher . ,:' . 
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TABLE XVII (Continued) 
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{_.., . 
Always - Frequently 
23 .• 5 
69.2 
10.0 
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TABLE XVIII . ' 
~ 
. . 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES IN RESPONSES TO CRITERIA . OF EVALUATION .. EMPI:<OYED IN · 
EVALUATING TEACHERS FOR ADMINISTRATIVE PROMOTION, ACCORDI~G TO 
SELECTED CA~EGORIES OF. CERTAIN. VARIABLES 
....... ~ 
·( .·os LBKJEL · OF SIGNIFICANCE) .,. . 
< 
J ' - ' -
Criteria 
•' 
• . .. I 
Pupil -participation· in 
lessons · 
' 




.. .., . , .. 
- .; 
• r 
· · Variable Category . Frequencies by p~rcentages 
.Courses . .· under 8 
·s and 
over -. 
Courses und~r 8, 













Always · rr_equentl~--· Seldom Never N 
41.2 . 58.8 
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.COMMENTS ON 0THE STUDY . --- ·----~ 
1. Quite . obviously, the supe'rvi.sory. role, of · s·up~r-
• I ' .. 
intendents varies with the _size of t}3e board. :$uperin-. 
tendemts of large boards .~ust dep~n·d ~:m thej,r . supervisors · . 
. . 
and principals ~or an evaluation of teache.rs. 
. ' :· 
. · ~. · The frequ~~cy ~f use· does -not give .the . total.) · 
pieture--certain areas _'may be used often but not carry ariy . 
./ 
~ gre~t weight. · 
' •r 
Many . of the areas are us~d subjectiv~ly--the degree . 
of ~bjectiv.ity is importa~t. 
.. 
. ·. .· .. Should provoke som~ thought · on evaluation.:..:.~t: is 
- . . 
certainly not receiving enough attention at the pre~ent 
time in most- districts. ·• 
~3. Too many 
and ~oy~l ty." is a~biguous statements, e •. g. • . . . one question, yet comsletely different. · 
' . . 
.. 
. . .. 
4. Teacher _evaluation .·should. be in .the area .of " . l 
' . 
' 
. . . 
. "p~'rformance e~al~~.tion _':_ a~ opposed to· "ratin~." Teachers · 
who should be rated are obvious cases. 
5 .·· There are certain factors which are hard to 
pinpoint whU::~ we us~ in .ev~l.uation, . one. of which is a 
; . 
"feeling". , basecl ·on all ·aspects of the te~~her·' s performance 
' 
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6 •. Attitude toward work, toward working against o'dds, . 
• J ~ 
and patience are but some of the characteristics I look 
• • '""'· • • • Ill • 
for. · Another· point." I _try to ascertain is whether 'there · is' 
·• a liigh degree of· competence and confid:E!nce. # -This latter 
. . 
: do~ s ·. not mean , ~s · we of'ten _th;in~ ~n the 3 0-3 5 ye·ar old 
•' 
groups, ·that· a tea~her is indispensable, _but rathe~'is 
vigorous . and exudes briskness, .conf.idence and interest 
in· life. 
I tr~.also to ascertain whether the teacher ' und~r-
' . 
stands society or·whether .he is just. an orientated person· 
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ADDITIONAL CRITERIA USED BY S~ERINTENDENTS WHEff EVALUATING 
~ . TEACHER COMPETENCE 
N=S 
No. ) . .. . Criteria · 
.... Always 
-1·.· ~h~ -crea ti vi ty o.f the teacher 2 
2 • The teacher' s abili, ty to fnnova te 2 
• '!> • . • 2 
. . " , 
. ' .. -
J 
3. . The teacher-'s concern for students as 
.,1 individuals 
· 4~ The teacher's ability t~ develop 
curriculum in terms of students needs -
•' 
5. The teacher' ~- d_esire __ to· keep abreast of-
p~ofe .. ssional developments 
' . 
. · ' 
'-:. 
6. Tfie . ~eacher' s Willingness to give· ~a· he,}jl_ .: . 
Par~nt-teacher relationships · - -7. 
8. The· teacher•s --ability . to identify learning · 
· . situations · 
.· 
I • 
1ti-4'9. The teach~r' s profiaiency in making maximum 
use of class time 





































TABLE XIX (Continued) 
d 
No. , ~ Criteria. 
? 
~ ~- ·. -·ll. • .. : : D~scovery ~ethod of tea.chinc;j · 
• : t • ~ - • • • 
"---..... _ 
~ 
1·2. Th~ 'teacher's ability to sta~ 
e'ducational object~ves c1ear11 
13. · The teaeher•~ christian characteristi~s 
· ·: __ 14-_.. Th~- recommemdati~n of . the pri~cip~l 
. .. . . (:) 
15 ~ ., ~The recorranendation o:{: the supervisor 
0 
16 •· · _· _Teacher-pri~cipal 'relat~onships 
~ 
. I ·l .· .. -, 
' 
-·· 
























































~. TABLE XX 
- - ~ ' J • 
ADDITIONAL CRITERIA EMPLOYED BY SuPERINTENDENTS-WHEN EVALUATING TEACHERS FOR · 
ADMINIS~RATIVE PROMOTION I . 







---:.....__ • c . 
Cri ter~a' ..:. . · · Frequency. · Weighted· 
't . · - Score . · ~ 






Abiiity .to ~~e diffic~lt -~ecisions 3 
2. 
. ' ~ . Th~ te~cher's conce~n for the students . - 2 
as individuals . · ~ . · 
3. 
~ .-
~he organ~~tional a~i1ity. of.,~~ ~eache_~ " . ·1·· 
Knowledge of'the Newfoundla~d. schoo~ system· . 1 
. ~ . ' 
•. 
s. Good health 1 
-
~- - Parent-teacher relations 1 
. 
7. The -~n~egrity of the teacher 1 
8 .• . ·The teach~r's abi~ity ' to war~ ~de~_pressureo · · 1 
- If · .. '. 
9.· Concern or progress above or beyond · 1 
~ormal limits j 
. ~ ... . 
10. Competency in administrative and 
CUrr-icular methods 
·!!,~ ;J. ,,.,. ) 







































































_- :; TABLE XX· (Continued) 
I 
rr Criteri~: · · 




' ~ e : 
... : 
•' 
~lways Frequently .. 
·' 
-I • 
The •teachert s c~rlsti.an · charact~ristics · 1 .. , . -· ... 
\ 1 
. 




Th~ recommenqation ··o·f · the· pr,i~~ipal ·_ · __ · _, !. :- ..l ~-~; 








• 15-~ The recommendation of·th~s~pervisors 
~ _, ... ' I - - ' 
. '·. . · . .. . .. . .. . .. . . 16.' Exper~ence ~n dea~~ng w~th peop~e 
.; . { conun\mica te , etc'. ) ·. . ..., . 
..... · . 
• ' ;Y 
"~ 
. 
... 1 . -· 
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